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STATE :NT. OF' ASSURANCE

't

IT IS THE POLICY OF THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

THAT NO PERSON BE SUBJECTEDsTO.DISCRIMINATION ON THE

BASIS OF RACE, NATIONAL ORIGLN, SEX, AGE,HANDICAP OR

MARITAL STATUS IN ANY PROGRAAe SERVICE OR, ACTIVITY FOR

WHICH THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION IS-RESPONSIBLE.

THE DEPARTMENT WILL COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF STATE

AND FEDERAL LAW CONCERNING NONDISCRIMINATION AND WILL

STRIVE BY ITS ACTIONS TO ENHANCE THE DIGNITY AND WORTH

OF ALIT 'PERSONS

STATEMENT OF DEVELOPMENT

THIS PROJECT WAS DEVELOPED AND PRODUCED UNDER A SUBCONTRACT

FOR THEOREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION BY LANE COMMUNITY

COLLEGE, APPRENTICESHII5 BLVISION, EUGENE, OREGON, P984,

LANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL

OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION,
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MILLWRIGHT
TED TRAINING MODULES,

SAFETY

1.1 Gederal Safety
1.2 Hand Tool Safety.

1.3 Power. Tool Safet

1.4 Fire-Safety
1.5 Hygiene Safety
1.6 Safety andElectr city
1.7 Fike Types-and vention
1.8. Machine Sagpguard ng (ificludes OSHA Handbook

ELECTRICITY ICS

Vol

2.1 Basids of Energy
2.2 Atomic Theory
2.3 Electrical Conduc ion
2.4 Basics of Direct 1 rrent

2.5. Introduction to C. rcuits

2.6 Reading Scales
2.7 Using a V.O.M.

2.8 CHM'S Law
.

2.9 Power and tt's .4aw

2.10 Kirchoff's rrent Law

2.11 Kirchoff'S Voltage Law
2.12 Series Resistive Circuits
2.13 Parallel Resistive Circuits
2.14 Series - Parallel.AssistiVe Circuits
2.15 Switches and Relays
2.16 Basics of Alternating Currents,
2.17 Magnetism

ObmpOrms

3.1 Digital Language
3.2 Digital Logic
3.3 Computer Overview
3.4 -Computer Software

TOOLS

4.1 Boring and Drilling Tools

4.2 Cutting Pools, Files and Abrasives
4.3 Holding sand Fastening Thols
4.4 Fastening Devices

4.5 Basic Science - Simple Mechanics
4.6 Fasteners
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5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

DRAFTING

Page IL

Types of Drawing and Views
Sketching
Blueprint Reading/Working Drawings
Working Drawings for Machines and Welding
Machine and'Welding Symbols

5..6 'Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading
5.7 Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading

.5.8 Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading
5.9 Blueprint Reading, Drafti Baeic Print Readfng
5.10 Blueprint Reading, Drafti *Basic Print Reading
5.11 Blueprint Reading, Draft Basic Print Reading.
5.12 Blueprint Reading, Drafti Basic Print Reading
5.13 Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading
5.14 Crafting, Machine Features'
5.15 Drafting, Measurement
5.16 Drafting, Visualization

HUMAN RELATIONS

a.

6.1 Communications Skills
6.2 Feedback
6.3, Individual §trengths
6.4 Interpersonal Conflicts
6.5 Group Problem Solving
6.6 Goal-setting and Decision-making
6.7 Worksite Visits
6.8 Resumes

Interviews
6.10 Expectation
6.11 Wider Influences and Responsibilities
6.12 Personal Finance

BOILERS

7.1 Boilers - Fire TUbe Types
7.2' Boilers Watertube Types
7.3 Boilers - Construction
7.4 Boilers - Fittings
7.5 Boilers Operation
7.6 4.

Boilers - Cleaning
7.7 BOilers - Heat Recovery Systems
7.8 Boilers - Instruments and Controls
7.9 Boilers - Piping and. Steam Traps

TURBINES

8.1 Steam Turbines - Types
8.2 Steam TUrbines - Components

` 8.3 Steam TUrbines - Auxiliaries
8.4 Steam TUrbines - Operation and Maintenance
8.5 Gas.Thrbines
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9.1 Pumps - Types and Classification

9.2 Pumps - Applications
9.3 Pumps - Construction

.

9.4 Pumps - Calculating Hdat and Flow)

4'9.5 Pumps - Operation
. 9.6 Pumps - Monitoring and Troubleshooting

9.7 Pumps - ,Maintenance

COMBUSTION

10.1 , Combustion - Process
10.2 Combustion - Types of Fuel
10.3 Combustion - Air and Fuel Gases
10.4 Combustion - Heat Transfer
10.5 CoMbustion Wbod

11.2

12.1

12.2

12.3

13.1

13.2

GENERATORS

,Generators - Types and Construction
Generators - 'Operation

FEEDWATER
I

aa.

Feedwater Types and Equipment

'Feedwater - Water Treatments
Feedwfter - Testing

AIR COMPRESSORS

Air Compressors - Types
Air Compressors - Operation and Maintenance

STEAM
ft

14.1 Steam - Formation and Evaporation

14.2 Steam - Types
14.3 Steam - Transport
14.4 Steam - Purification

MISCELLANEOUS

15.1 Installation - Foundations

15.2 Installation - Alignment

15.3 Circuit Protection
15.4 Transformers
15.5 ',Trade Terms

TRADE MATH

16.1 Linear - Measure

16.2 Whole Numbers
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16.3 Additional and Subtractidn of Common Fraction and Mixed-Numbers

16.4 MultipliCation and Division of Capron Fractions and Whole and

Mixed Numbers
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16.6 Percent
16:7 Ratio and Propoiltion
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16.11 Metrics

17.1

17.2

17.3

17.4

'HYDRAULICS

Hydraulics - Lever
Hydraulics - Transmission Of .Force.
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Hydraulics - Basic, Systems
17.5 Hydraulics - Pumps
17.6 Hydraulics - Pressure Relief Valve: ...
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14.3. Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Set, 3, Steam Generators, Steam

12,.8 Generator Controls, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada .

Related Training Module

14.3. Steam Transport

7.8 ,Boilers, instruments &
Controls

Correspondence Course, Lecture 11, Sec. 2; Steam ( Generators,

Piping II, 5.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 1, Sep. 4, PrimeMovers,& Auxil-
iaries, Steam TUrbines, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

4

)5 2 Correspondence Course, Lecture 4, Sec. 3, Prime Movers,'SteaT
Turbines I, Calgary, Alberta, Canada

15.3 CO-respondence Course, Lecture ,,Sec. 4, Prime Movers & 'Auxill
iaries, Steam Turbine Auxiliaries, S.A.I.T, Calgary, Alberta,
Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 3, Prime Moyers, Steam
Turbine-Operation & Maintenance, S.A.I.T.,\Calgary, Alberta,
Canada $

15.4

15.5 Correspondence Course,.1Lecture B,Sec. 3,,1?rime Movers, Gas'
Turbines, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

16.2 Boilers Fired with Wood & park Residues, D.D. Junge, F.R.L.,
0.S.U., 1975

16.2

16.3

Correspondence.Course,Lecture 5, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Fuel
Combustion, S;A.I.T., Calgary., Alberta, Canada

correspondence Course, Lecture 5, Sec. 2, Plant Services, Fuel
& Combustion, S.A.I.T.,-Calgary,,Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture .12, Sec. 3, SteaM Generation, Water
Treatment,S.A.I.f., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

"Correspondence Course, Lecture 12, Sec. 2, Steam Genet-1101)n, Water
Treatment,,S.A.I.T Calgary, Alberta, Canada.:
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14.4 Steam Purification'

8.1 Steam Turbines Types

8.2 Steam Turbines, Components

8.3 ,Steam Turbines, Auxiliaries

8.4 Steam Tutsbines, Operatidn

& Maintenance

8.5 Gas Turbines'

10.2 Combustion. Types of F

10,2 Combustion Types of 'Fuel

10.3 Combustion Air & Fuel Gases

12.1 Feedwater, Types
Operation

12.2 Feedwater; Water:
Treatment
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Related Tra19,ng Module
4

17.3 Correspondente Course, Lecture 7, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Boiler 12.3 Feedwater, Testing

Feedwater.Treatment, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

18.1 Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec. 5, Electricity, Direct 11.1 Generators, Types &

Current Machines, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta,ftanada. Construction

CorresPOndence Course, Lecture 4, Sec. 5, Electricitj,;"Alternating 11.1 Generators, Types & 'sv

18.2 Current Generators, Calgary, Alberta, Canada Construction
18.2 Generators, Operation

19.1 Correspondence Course, Lecture 54-Sec. 4, Prime Movers & Auxil-

iaries,-Air Compressor I, S.A.I,T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

13.1 Air Compressors, Types

19.1 .

Correspondence.Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 4, Prime Movers & Auxil-

iaries, Air Comeress40 II, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada.,

r

13,1 Air Compressors, Types
13.2 Air Compressors, Operation

& Maintenance

20.1 Basic Electronics, Power..Transiormers, EL-BE-51 15.4 Transformers

21.1 CorrespondenCe Course, Lecture .6, Sec.. 5.0Electricity, Switchgear 15.3 Circuit Protettion

& Circuit, Protective Equipment, Calgary; Alberta,',

Canada

22.1 Corresporidence Course, Lecture 10, Sec. 3, Prime Movers, Power 15,1 Installation foundations

12

.Plant Erection & Installation, S.A.I,T, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING TRAINING MODULES

The following pages list modules and their corresponding numbers for this

partially apprentiieship trade. As related training classroom hours

vary foridifferent reasons throughout the state, we recommend that

the individual apprenticeship committees divide the total packets to

fit their indivdual class schedules. 4)

There are over 130 modules available. Apprentices can complete the

whole set by the end of their indentured apprenticeships. ,Some

apprentices may already have knowledge and skills that are covered

in particular modules. In those cases, perhaps credit could be

granted for those subjects, allowing apprentcies to advake to the

remaining modules.

1

We suggest the the apprenticeship instructors assign the modules in

numerical order to make this learning tool most effective.

14



Tape 1:

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

ON CASSETTE TAPES

fl

FiFe Tube Boilers - Water Tube- Boilers
and Boiler Manholes. and Safety Precautions.

Tape 2: Boiler Fittings, Valves, Injectors,
Pulps and Steam Traps

Tape 3: Combustion, Boiler Care and Heat. Transfer
and Feed Water Types .

Tape 4: Boiler Safety and Steam Turbines
A

NOTE: The above cassette
reference material
indicated, and not

ilb

tapes are intended as additional
for the respective modules, as
designated as a required assignment.

4
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Modules 18.1, 19.1, and 20.1 have been omitted because they ContaiL
dated materials.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

4.1

CUTTING TOOLS; FILES AND ABRASIVES

la

Goal:

At the''end-of study of this module,

the student will be able.to identify'

and explain the proper use and care

of various kni\Ts, saws:snips, is!ls,

and abrasives.

4

Performance Indicatort:

The student's knowledge will be

measured by, successfully completing

a'Self Assessment and a Post Assessment

exam covering the topics discussed in

this module.



INDIVIDUALI ED LEARNING SYSTEMS
a

Study Guide
ORMIN01111.111.011111.11111011011.

To succe sfully complete this module, complete the following tasks in the order

listed. Check each one off as you complete it.

Read the Goal and Performance Indicators; on the cover of this module.

This will Inform you of what you are expected to _gain from completing

thks module and how you will Omonstrate that knowledge. Read the

Introduction section to understand why t4iis module is important.

2. Study the Information section of this module to'acquire the knowledge

3.

necessary to complete the Self and PostiAssessment exams.

It 1

Complete the Self Assessment exam and Ompare your answers with those on

the Self Assessment Answer Sheet on thipage immediately following the

exam. Re-study or ask your instructor for help on any questions you,

have trouble with. 'The Self Assessmetii exam will help you determine

how well you are likely to.do on the Pbst Assessment.

4

Complete the Post Assessment exam and turn your answers in to your

instructor. It is recommended that you score 90% or better on the

Post Assessment before going onto the next module.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

lob

Introduction

An apprentice must have a knowledge of the basic tools and methods used for cutting-

materials of various kinds. The cutting tools described in this module are those

most commonly used for wood, metal, masonry, tile, linoleum,.and plastics.. They

include knives, hatchets, hand snips or shears, pliers and flippers, chisels, saws

and files. Abrasive wheels, stones and sheets can also be considered to be

cutting tools. 4 thorough understanding Of how, when and where to use.each kind

of cutting tool- will enable the apprentice to cut materials faster,. more effectively,
4

and with greater safety.
4
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'KNIVES '. - .

A 0! .

,.
A -1<nifeAf6some-,.kind'.. will, be found in.,every'workeNs kit'. Anives of various kinds ':..._ 4.°:::

, , . , . , ,
. ,.

,, serve:a .wide range. of purposes',-cutting, serrbing-,.shaving and. smoothi,ngi for . -? :, .
ejomple. An:ordinati pocket knife, with two pr three: sturdy blades has many uses

cori the: joop..7 'Some other lliVes uied. by various trades areiillUstrated in. Pig, E-._
. \5

UTILITY KNIFE
( REP LACE:A.D I, E 13 LADE)

LINOLEUM KNIFE

Fig. Knives

d

SAFE USE OF KNIVES af

4

,, 0..!,..t?..."

PUTTY 'KM FE

The following rules for the safe use of knives should be observed by every apprentice:

- When using a knife, .keep your mind on your work.

Select the right knife for t e job.

- Keep knife blades sharp; dul

work.

nives are likely to slip and cause injury or spoil

- Make sure'that your hands and the knife handle are clean, dry and free of grease

before you. begin work.

- Cut, away from your body rather than toward it. .

Don't use a knife as a rake, a fork, or a hook to stab or pull the piece being

worked ont

20
.1?



0116;ier'.' try: 04catloh-fallingfAnife.
.1' ,,'*..,..H ',,' , .:-.

, ,, .,_
, .i.

fellow thehindle. toward them, or apt them pick it
,. ..

up :themselves, nevqr--throw -i(t.
, . .... .i., :,,,

- Aeyier use oictlife.for ,..prying:.
''.

Keep knives irk a tatil. box'. or' in scabbards when they are not in use; don't, place

them on shelves, edges or any other, placd from, which they might fall.

''HATCHETS

Hand hatchets are often.used in the construction trades for cutting away surplus

. 'wood, chopping hardened plaster and other jobs were hewing is called for. They

are also used for rough nail-on work and nail pulling. Hatchets are made in

`several shapes and weights, the most commonly used types being the clail hatchet

and the 'half hatthet. Th4 claw hatchet has a flat, slotted head for driving. and

'pulling nails; its blade may have a single-bevel or a double-bevel edge. Thi half

hatchet is a lighter tool than- a claw hatchet and its nail-pulling slot is in the

blade rather than in the nailing head. (See Fig. E-36.)

S

CLAW HATCHET .

Fig. E-36, Hatchets

II A I , HA'T'CH T

A dull hatchet should never be. used for cutting or chopping; it can slip and cause

injury or make a cut where none was intended. In certain instances, however,



hatchets are an exception to ti rule that cutting tools should always be kept

'sharp. Hatchets are tied for rough hammering and ripping as well as for cutting

and a hatchet. reserved for.the rougher kinds of work is safer if dull 'than. if

sharp. In putting up stucco 'netting and in rough nailing,for'exampie, the worker

will often use an old hatchet, saving-the sharp one for jobs requiring cutting.

The side or cheek of a hatchet is its weakest part and should not be used for

-pounding. When a hatchet handle needy replacing, it should be shaped; fitted and

Wedged as.in the case of a hammer handle. The blade can be filed to sharpen it

and smooth off nicks:

Like all other cutting tools, hatchets must be used and stored in accordance with

:good safety practice. When cutting viith.allatchet, the worker should aim his or

her blows carefully; a poorly aimed blow may glance off the rok, out of control.

A hatchet should never be swung-in a direction where a glancing blow .could hit the

user or ajellow worker. The user's legs and feet are especially vulnerable to

injury from glancing hatchet, blows. A V-shaped metal shield placed over the blade

when the hatchet is not in use will protect its edge and ,prevent it from inflicting

cuts or damaging material'.

' HAND SNIPS

Hand snips or shears are used for cutting sheet metal, metal lath and other rela-'

tively light and soft materials. They are made in a variety of types and sizes

for use with materials of different weights and for different kinds.of cuts. (See

Fig. E-37.)

0

Hand snips should be kept free of dirt. The bolt should be kept tight enough to.

allow the blades to close for about three-fourths ofthetr length before resistance

to closing is felt. No-attempt should be mach to cut hardened steel, nails, or

wire with hand snips. Extra leverage shOuld never'be used on the handles; if the

tool cannot be operated with one hand, the work is too heavy for it.

PLIERS AND NIPPERS

In addition to the gripping pliers discussed in a previous section, a wide variety

of cutting pliers in Several sizes are used in the skilled trades. Some pliers of

this type, like the long-nose side-cutting pliers, combine the features of gripping

and cutting pliers;"others, like the diagonal-cuttih pliers, aroi designed specif-

22



jcally. ISee Fig. E-38.), Another useful took in this catqory is the end-cutting,

plier or nipper.

AVIATION SNIPS

a.

4

Dour) LE-CUTTING*"
SNIPS

T4..MAt9400V0.4i

Fig. E -37.. Hand snips.

HANI) SNIPS

LONG -NOSE SIDE-CUTTING II LIER ninGoNA I.-Cu riNG Pill U

Fig. E-38. Cutting pliers

4

Pinched fibgers can result if the plier is grasped too close to the joint;. the tool

should be held near the end of the handles. When cutting wire, the mechanic should

hold the work and the tool so that the cut-off end of the:wire is directed toward

the. ground; cut-off wire remnants are often prOpelled away fiAoOthe pliers it hit1 .

velocity. goggles should ,be worn for this work.

CHISELS

Chisels are made for chipping, carving, or paring materials of various kinds. Wood

chisels are made for cutting metakand, other heavy materials? go

1 4
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WOOD CHISELS

Wood chisels are4Classified according to their construction and intended use. A

wood chisel having the shank of the blade set into the handle is called a tang

chisel; one with the hagdle set into a socket or ferrule on the shank is called

a socket Crivisel . (See Fig.'E-39.) A wood chisel 'intended, for heavy use may be

of One-piece, forged, construction. The steel blade, which is heat treated to

enable it io hold a keen Age, is proportioned according to the intended use of

the chisel. A bevel -edge blade is tapered toward the cutting end; a straight-

edged blade is uniform in thickness. Some common wood chisels, classifiedaccord-

ing to blade type, are the parking, butt, ffrmer and mortise types. Wood thisels

intended for light use are pushed with the hand or driven with a light mallet;

others, intended for heavier use, may be struck with 'a hammer.

I*

SOCKET FIRMER CHISEL

-.-Fewi-r TANG 13UTT CHISEL.
. Itr=2"7"%.:

Fig. E -39. Woqd chisels

Wood chisels are sized by their blade width, from 1/8 in. to 2 in.' When ordering

') 'a wood chisel, one must specify not only the size but the other characteristics of

the tool as well; for example, a-1 /2 in., tangl.straightedge, firmer chisel.

a wo9d chisel becomes dull, it shoOd be harpened on an oilstone. A badly

i6rn or nicked chisel should be reground before it is stoned. In grinding, care

.1iiust be taken to maintain the original bevel angle. A wood chisel is used with

s beveled edge down for making light, trimming cuts. With the beveled edge up,

chisel tends to remain on the, surface of the wood. Cutting agenst the grain

of the wood will generally result in heavy, splintery cuts; cutting with the grain

will produce lighter, cleaner cuts.

CORRECT PROCEDURE FOR USING WOOD CHISELS

The apprentice should Observethe following rules for the,safe and effective use

of woodchisels:

Hold the work securely in a vise or with clamps to keep it from moving while the

24
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ti

cut is b#ing made..

- Keep the blade of the chisel sharp;sdull chiself slip rather than cut:.

- When using a chisel,. cut in a direction away from-your'body and keep both hands
v

in back of the cutting'edge. '44

- Control the chisel with the left hand' pressing firmly on ee blade; exert cutting
P

forCe with the right hard.

COLD CHISELS

Cold chisels are.thick-bladed tools made for use in conjunctton with a§mallet or

a hammer to cut metals--mild steel, cast iron and sheet metal, for example--and

other relatively hay-CI materials. A.gold chisel of high-quality alloy steel will.

cut any-metal that is not hardened or'tempered; no attempt should ever be made to

use a cold chisel to cut drill rod or other hardened-steel items.

12-

Cold chisels dre sized by the width of the cutting. edge, and they range in length

from about 4 in. to as much as 16 in. They are usually manufactured.from hexagonal =

or octagonal stock, but some are made of round, square, or rectangular stock.

Cold chisels are classified according to shape,'the most popular type probably,

being the familiar flat cold chisel. Other common types include the cape chisel

the diamond-point chisel and'the round-nose chisel. (See Fig. E-40.)
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ROUND-NOSE CHISF:

'Fig. E-40. Cold chisels
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The head of a cold 'chisel should not be allowed to becomeleathered or mushroomed

with use. A chisel "with such a head Is dangerous to use until it has been dressed

on a grindstone to remove the turned- down.metal'; the mushroome4 metal tends to

chip off when the chisel head is struck. -The point of a'cold chisel should also.

be kept correctly shaped and sharpened by.grinding.



CORRECT PROCEDURE FOR USING COLD CHISELS,

The apprentice shoull observe the following rules for the safe and effective use

of cold chisels :1

- When using .a cold chisel, wear goggles to protect your eyes from flying chips.

See that others in the work area are also proteCted from the hazard of flying

_LbloS...Neter use a chisel with a mushroomed "head.

- Select a chi el of theyight-sizg for the job. Whenever Ossible, use a mallet

rather thea hammer to driven isel. if the hammer must be used, be sure

its size is right for the chi be sure the hammer head is tight on the

handle.

Hold,the chisel in your left hand, using your right hand for the driving,tool*:

Hold the chisel/near its midpoint so that your hand will not get the full force

of the blow if you miss.

-.Chip in a direction away from your body .and donit use more force than is neces-

sary to make-the cut. Keep your eye on the cutting edge of the chisel when

working.

SAWS

The common saws in widest use in the skilled trades are handsaws and hacksaws.

Compass saws and keYhole saws are used for cutting to a curvetyne in good or

other sofhtlaterials. (See Fig. E-41.)

_

tv
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COMPASS SAW

..HACKSAW )

Fig. E-41. Saws
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HANDSAWS , .

The term "handsaw" is gen;rally used to mean eitt4r a crosscut saw (a handsaw for'



cutting wood across the grain) or a ripsaw (a handsaW for cutting wood with the

grain). Handsaws are specified by the lengthand shape of the blade and the number

of tooth points per inch of blade. The coarser the saw,, the faster it cuts. The

number of points to the inch is usually stamped on the heel of the blade.

The blade of a handsaw irof spring steel, so tempered.thixt it can be filed and

set and yet retain its cutting edge. Saw teeth are ''set" to prevent the blade from

binding in the cut, or kerf.' The tips of the teeth are slightly bent,. the bend

alternating right and left along the teeth so that the cut or.kerf will be slightly

wider than the thickness of-the blades (See Figs. t-42 and 6,43.)

.

CORRECT USE AND CARE OF HANDSAWS

The mechanic should observe the followingorules for the correct useAnd care of

handsaws:

- To avoid sawinento nails,or other metal objects, inspect the material before
.

making the cut.

- When starting a cut, guide the saw with the thumb of your free hand held high on

the blade. Never place your thumb on the material being cut; if the saw should.

buckle or jump out of the kerf, ypur thrbcould by slashed.

- 'Keep the saw moving in a straight line and do not force it heavily through the

work. Use.just enough pressure to ensure a clean. cut with no twisting or
(

binding of the saw. ,

- When you are through using a saw, hang it up; never throw it down.

- Protect the cutting edge of the saw from accidental contact with other tools

and protect yourtelf and others from accidental contact with the cutting edge.

When the Saw is not in use, keep the cutting edge covered with a slotted piece

of wood.

- After using a saw, wipe it with light oil to keep it from.rusting. If slight

rust appears, rub the saw down with the4ine emery ,cloth,.then oil it.

Touch up saw teeth with a file from time to time, butt remember that the sharp-

ening and setting of saw teeth.calls for special tools and special. techniques.

Directionslor refitting saws can be obtained from saw manufacturers;
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Fig. E-43. The ripsaw
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HACKSAWS

The hacksaw is designed for cutting metals of all kinds other than hardened steel,

Most hacksaw frames are adjustable to take 8-, 10-, or 12-in. blades. Blades are .

made with 14, 18, 24 and 32 teeth per inch to suit various metals and metal shapes;

the right blade must,be selected for the job. (See. Fig. E-44.) Two or more teeth;

of the hacksaw blade should be in contact with the work at all times. If the

material to be cut is too thin to allow this, the piece should be clamped between

two pieces of .wood and the cut then made through the wood and the metal at the

same time. A

A.

USE SE
TEETH

PER INCH ..]

Fig. E-44. Choosing the right hacksaw blade

-A hacksaw blade is placed on the frame with its teeth pointing away from the handle

so thilt they cut on the' push stroke. The blade must be kept under proper tension

in the frame; twisting or bending the blade will break it. Work to be sawed should°

be securely held inj vise or with clamps. The hacksaw should be held with the

right hand on the handle and the left hand on the front end of the frame, then

moved evenly and with uniform pressure through the'cut. On the return stroke, the

blade should be-lifted. slightly. Cutting shomd be done at a moderate rate (less

than one stroke per second); too fast a rate will cause the blade to overheat and

rapidly become dull,- with a consequent loss of, its clotting effectiveness-and speed.

FILES

Files are made in a wide variety of styles and sizes. They are used in all the

tilled trades for cutting and- smoothing metals and other materials and for

BEST COPY AVAILABLE; 29
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sharpening those tools ghat do not have hardened or tempered cutting edges.

TYPES OF FILES

Files differ in length, shape and style and in the size, spacing and angle of

their teeth. Lengths of files range from 44to 18 in., the length beinj measured

from the squared-off end to the shoulder. The pointed-end of the file that fits

into the handle is called the tang. Common shapes of files are round (rat- tail),

half-round, flat, square and triangular. The general contour of a file may be

tapered or blunt.

Files are specified according to type and coarseness of cut as well as length and

shape. Standard cuts are single cut, double cut and rasp cut. Fil)t with curved
Ar

teeth are used for some special purposes. Single-cutfiles have oneiunbroken

course of teeth or chisel cuts across the surface, parallel with each other but

at an oblique angletoLthe length of the file. Double-cut files have two courses ,.

of teeth crossing.each other, one course being finer than the other. In rasps, the

teeth are not in parallel rows; each tooth is separate and has the appearance of

having been raised by a pointed punch. Rasps are used by plumbers, woodworkers

and others for rapid removal of material where finish is not especially important.
. *

(See Figs. E-45 and E-46.)
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Terms employed to'indicate the coarseness of a file are bastard, second-cut and

smooth, with the bastard file being the coarsest type. The coarser theifile, the

more material it will remove with each file stroke. The longer the file, the

coarser are its cuts or teeth; that-is to say, a 12-in. smooth file is coarser

than an 8.in. smooth file.

CORRECT USE AND CARE OF FILES

The appfentice should observe the following rules for the correct use and care of

files:
dr

- Never use a file without a handle; the bare tang of a file is sharp enough to

inflict a painful wound if your hand should slip.

- Do not use a handle that is the wrong size for the file. Tighten the filCin

the handle by holding it with the square end up and striking the butt end

against the bench as shown in Fig. E-47. To remove the handle, hold the file

blade with the handle up and with the ferrule against the edge of a board; then

move the file up and down so that the ferrule will tap against the board and the

handle will work loose. A

Ensure that the material to be filed:is held securely in a vise or with claMps.

Hold the file with both hands and file in the forty rd direction only, exerting

firm but not heavy pressure. (See Fig. E-48.) wise the file on the return

stroke to clear the material. In the case of soft metals such as lead or

aluminum, however, draw the file back along the material on the return stroke

to clean the soft metal cuttings from the teeth. For fine finishing, rub some

41 chalk on the file; this will act as a lubricant.

- Clean loose material from the file teeth by tapping the end of the file lightly

with or against a piece of wood. Do not strike the file with great force; this

m4/ damage the teeth or even break the file.' Use a file card or brush for more ,

thorough cleaning; brush in the direction of the slant.of the teeth. If the

teeth become clogged with resinous materials, clean them with a solvent such as

turpentine. If oil accumulateslon't file, the teeth will become clogged; to

rpo4.accumulated oil, rub the :file with chalk, then clean' it with a file card.

Nevekthrot a -file down, on the. 'bench when the job is finished.' Keep files

,sepdrateln storage by standinivthem uprIght in a rack having a hole for each

file tang; or, if the handles are kept on the tangs between jobs, hang the files

by their handles in a rack.



- Files must not be used arhammers, .punches, or prybars; they are made

of high-quality, hardened steel to hold gopd cutting edges and are therefore

brittle. The flying pieces of a shattered file can inflict serious injury.

I.

Fig. E-47°. Fitting a file handle

Fig. E-48. Filing in a vise

ABRASIVES

Abrasives are sharp, hard materials that cut or wear away softer materials..

'Emery, flint and garnet are natural abrasives; aluminum oxide and silicon carbide

are artificial, or man-made abrasives. Abrasives of many kinds are used in the

form of grinding wheels, oilstones and coated abrasives. A coated abrasive is an

abrasive sheet (sandpaper, for example) made by bonding small abrasive particles

on a paper or cloth backing. Abrasive cloths are not only for hand work but also

in place of solid abrasiveyheels in certain Onds of grinding and polishing

machines.

WHETSTONES %

Abrasive stones made for manual sharpening,'polishing or rubbibg are variously

known as whetstonei, hones, oilstones, emery stones and slOstones (the latter



are small, wedge-shaped stones with rounded edges).

Whetstones are used for putting a sharp edge on cutting tool. Silicon carbide

(carborundum) is commonly used in the manufacture of these stones. A whetstone

should be treated with light oil to keep it from clogging and thus losing its

lb cutting effectiveness. A badly clogged stone should be flushed with cleaning

solvent or, ft necessary, rubbed on an abrasive cloth on a flat surface, then

flushed clean, dried and reviled.

GRINDING WHEELS

The grinding wheel should be used to restore the working edges of cold chisels,

punches, Screwdrivers and drills. Goggles should be worn when a grinding wheel tt

used, even if the wheel itself has a safety shield. When a grinding, wheel is used

to sharpen a tool, great.care should be taken to keep the tool from overheating;

this will ruin the temper of the tool edge, which will then not retain-its

sharpness. Themethod most commonly used for cooling the tool during the grinding

operation is dipping it frequently in water.

N.

Inigeneral, Abe grinding wheel is not used on tools that require a thin, knifelike`

edge, such as wood chisels, unless they are in-very poor condition and require

squaring off or reshaping priort.hand sharpening; the whetstone is the correct
, 1

44)

sharpening device few such tools. In other tools where the cutting angle and

bevel are very important, such as saws and snips, the sharpening should.be done

by a specialist. ,

a



INDIVIDUALIZED L ARNING SYSTEMS

Self
Assessment

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or filse. 'Write T if the

statement is true; write F if the statement is false.

1. A knife may be used for light prying. (

2. For some jobs, a dull hatchet is safer than a sharp one.

3. The side of a hatchet may be used as a mallet. 0

-le 4. Both hands may be used to operate a hand snip if th4 material to be
,cut is unusually thick or hard.

5. Pliers should be held close to the joint.

6. WoOd chisels are sized by length.

7. Cold chisels are sized by length. IJ

8. A crosscut saw cuts on both the backward and the forward stroke.

9. In ordering a handsaw, one must specify the number of teeth per inch
of the saw.

10. Handsaw teeth should occasionally be touched up with a file.

11. Handsaw teeth are set to cut a kerf wider than the thickness of the
blade:

13.

A hacksaw blade must have two or more teeth in contact with the work
at all times.

A mushroom head is acceptable on a small cold-chisel.

14. Bastard files are not as coarse'as second-cut files.

15. The longer the file, the-coarser it is,

16. Files should be oiled.

17. Emery, flint and garnet are natural abrasives.

18. Aluminum oxide and silicon carbide are artificial abrasives.



19. A slipstone i a grinding wheel

20. A wood chisel may be honed on a

I\

0

with a wedge-shaped edge.

grinding wheel.

-\
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SELF ASSESSMENT ANSWER SHEET

1. F

2. T

3. F

0 4. F.

5. F

6. T

7. F

8. T

9. F

10. T

11. T

12. T

13. F

14. F

15. T

16. F

17. T

18. T

19. F

20. F

I.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTE4S*

Listed below each numbered item are four possible answers or completing phrases.
Decide which of the four is correct, or most nearly correct; then write the -

corresponding number in the blank space to the left of that item.

1. The tool illustrated below is a:

a. single-cut file
b. rasp

c. curved-tooth file
d. double-cut file

The tool illustrated below is a:

a. utility knife
b. linoleum knife

3. The tool illustrated below is a:

a. hacksaw
b. compass saw

5.
anworMaemboma.

The tool illustrated' be:14w is a:

a. punch .

b. butt chisel

c. 'smoothing linife

d. putty .knife

c. ripsaw
d. handsaw

c. cold chisel
d. paring chisel

The tool illustrated below is a;

a. hacksaw c. bandsaw
b. compass saw d. 'ripsaw

ti

1
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The tool illustrated below is

a. wood rasp
b.. crosscut file

c. single-cut file
d. double-cut file

i(

,

7. Wood chisels are sized by:

a. overall length
b. thickness of blade

Both hands are on th

a.' ripsaw
b. handsaw

V

c. width of blade
d. length of blade

w when a worker uses a:

c. hacksaw
d. keyhole saw

Which of the following rules does not apply to a hacksaw?

a. Do not twist 'the blade.
b. Hold thework securely in a vise.
c. Insert blade so that teeth point, away from the handle.
d. Do hot,saw metal.

10. Which 01104. tjie following tools cad be used to chip, carve and pare
materitt?'

a. ,64W c. saw
d. rasp

11. Which one of the following saws should not be used to cut across- the
grain?

a. crosscut saw
b. ripsaw d. compass saw

c. keyhole saw

10.

12.. :Which onerof 'the following tools can be used for cutting, ripping and
:hammering?

Fa. hatchet A

b. claw hammer
c. chisel
d. file

The terms "cape," "diamond-point," "round nose," and "flat" apply to:

a. snips . c. wood chisels
b. files

. .

A file is sized by:

a. blade length to shoulder
b. width and breadth of blade
c.. width of cutting edge
d. diameter

d. cold chisels

15. When a steel tool is being ground, the temper can be preserved by:

a. keeping the metal hot
b. dipping the tool in water
c. rubbing the tool with oil
d. using chalk on the grinder



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING ,systims
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4.2

BORING AND DRILLING TOOLS

.4+

GOO:

Upon completion of this module, the

student will be able to identify,

select and understand the proper use

of 'many common awls, bits and drilling

tools.

48,

NIP

Performance Indicators:

The student will demonstrate his or

her knowledge by successfully completing

both a Self Assessment and a Post
.

Assessment exam covering the selection,

use and maintenance of hand boring and

drilling tools and attachments.
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INDIVIDUALIZE LEARN NG SYSTEMS

0

Introduction /.)

No matter what trade he or she plans to enter, the apprentice will use some of the

basic hand tools designed for boring or drilling holes, and should therefore

thoroughly Understand how to select, use and maintain tools of this type. The

term "boring," aS it is used in the building trades, means making holes in wood;

"drilling" means making holes in. metal. Among the tools commonly used in these

'operations are awls, punches, hand braces and bits, hand drills, breast drills

and automatic (push) drills.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide.

To successfully.complete this module, complete the following tasks in the order

listed. Check each one off as you completelt.

1. - Read'the coal and Performance Indicators on the cover of this module.,

This will 'inform you of what you are expected to gain from completing.

this module and how you will demonstrate that knowledge. .Read the

Introduction 'section to understand why this module is important.

2. Study the Information section of this module to acquire the knowledge

necessary to complete the Self and Post Assessment exams.

11, Complete the Self Assessment exam and compare your answers with those on

the Self Assessment Answer.Sheet on the page immediately following the

exam. Re-study or ask your instructor for help on any questions you

have trouble with. The Self Asiessment exam will help you determine

how well you are likely to.do on the Post Assessment.

Complete the Post Assessment exam and turn your answers in to your

instructor. It is recommended that you score 90% or better on,lhe

Post Assessment before going on to the next module.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Infoimation 111,
AWLS AND PUNCHES

An awl consists of a pointed steel shaft set in a handle. (Sef Fig. E-26.) It is

used for making holes inAwood and other relatively soft materials for starting nails

and screws; as a scriber to mark lines; and as a light-duty drift to hold or align

materials stch as sheet metal or carpeting during fabrication and installation work.

A punch is a solid bar of tool steel, usually of hexagonal stock, that is used.for

such jobs as marking the centers of holes, driving pins or shafts in holes, and

,making and aligning holes. Punches are of several different types, each type hai.-

ing its special purpose. .A set of the most commonly Used punches is shown in Fig,

E-27.Typical uses for each of the punches illustrated are:

- Long tapered punch--aligning holes-in two pieces of material

- Center punch--marking centers for drilling holes.

- Pin punch--driving pinsorshafts in deep holei

- Hand punch--driving large shafts; punching holes in sheet metal

- Prick pundh--marking lines with dots to indicate cuts or bends in sheet metal

-. 4,1

LONG TAPE RET) l'UNCH

CENTER PUNCH

PIN PUNCH

HAND PUNCH

PRICK. PUNCH

4

Fig. E-26. Scratch awl Fig. E-27, 'A set of punches



HAND BRACES AND BITS

A hand briCe is a crank-like tool with a chuck for holding bits of various kinds

of boring and drilling tools and for driving and countersinking screws.
,

RATCHET HAND BRACE.
kt

The most useful brace is the. type having a reversible ratchet device that permits

the user to bore in close quarters without making a full turn of the handle. (See

E-28.) The size of a brace iA determined by the sweep of the handle; the'

lOtin. brace is a commonly used size.

40
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Fin, E-28. Ratched hand brace
MVOIMelM0r.Miles

Auger.b4ts, the points most often used with hand braces, are designed ft1-'136-ring

holes in wood. They are classified according to overall length as dowel bits,

medium bits, and ship augers (4-1/4 in., 7 to 9 in., and 18 to' 24 in. long,

respectively). Auger bits are made in three styles: solid center, single twist

(spiral center), and double twist. They are sized according to head diameter in

sixteenths of an inch; thus, a number 9 bit has .9/16 in. head diameter.

PARTS0OF AN AUGER BIT

04 The parts of a single-spur, double-twist auger bit are shown in Fig. E-29; the

sparts of a common double-spur auger bit head are shrn in Fig. E-30.

I,

THE HEAD OF( THE BIT. The head of an auger bit consists of the lead screw, the

spurs or nibs, the lips and the throat. The depth of the hole (tut by each revolu-

tion,of the bit depends upon the pitch of the lead screw threads. The spursier40

nibs score the outer edge of the chip in advance of the cutting edges.of the lips,

which cut the chips and start them on their outward journey through the throat.

43,



THE TWIST. The twist conveys the chips 'to the mouth of the hold. The twist should

have a diameter slightly less than that Of the head to permit it 'o folfow the head

into the hole with minimum friction.
V.

THE SHANK AND THE TANG. The round 'shank of an auger bit ends In square, tapered

tang that fits into the two-Jawed chuck of the brace.

TANG

Gig=

SHANK TWIST

Fig. E-29. Parts of an augerstit

Fig. E-30. Parts of auger-bit head
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SCREW
POINT
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VIII

SHARPENING AN AUGER BIT

Auger bits can be sharpened with a special double-ended, tapered file. One end

of the file has serrated edges only; the o her,.serrated faces only. (See Fig.

E-31.) The auger-bit lips and spurs can be dressed with this file without damage

te adjacent surfacet.A Only the upper edges ofthe lips and the.inner leading 'edges

of the spurs are filed in sharpening an auger bit.

Fig. E-31'. Auger-bit.file

6

OTHER TYPES OF BITS USED IN HAND BRACES

In addition to the auger bit, several other types of bits are made for use in the

hand brace. Among these are the Forstner bit, the countersink bit, the expansion

bit, the wood-boring brace drill '(twist bit', 'he lock-set bit, and the screwdriver

bit. (See Fig. Eli2.) The Forstneir bit has r .crew or'projecting spurs; it is

used in placeof the auger bit in jobs where cutting completely through the wood



is. not desired or where the screw and spur impressions left by an auger bit must be

avoided. The countersink bit is used to,enlarge and taper the mouth of a hale for

a flat-head screw. Expansion bits are made with adjustable cutters of different

sizes; they can be used to bore holes up to 3 in in diameter. Wood-boring brace

drills (twist bits) are sized from 1/8 in. to 1/2 in. in thirty-seconds of an inch;

a similar type of twist bit with a shallower-angled tip can'be used for drilling
,

in metal as well as boring in wood. Lock-set bits are used for shallow boring of

large-diameter ho3es, especially for tubular dbor locks; they are made in sizes

from 1-5/8 in. to 2-1/8 in. Screwdriver bits for hand braces are available as

conventional or Phillips types.

AUGER BIT FORSTNER BIT

SCREWDRIVER BIT

COUNTERSINK BIT

EXPANSION BIT

Qiiii;R;amWtawziAArft.:JV4v.NVh.40bo.

%voop-notaNG BRACE nuf (rwisrr DRILL)
.y 4

1,QCK-SET BIT

Fig. E -32, Bits, for use in a hand brace

HAND DRILLS, BREAST DRILLS AND AUTOMATIC DRILLS

Although the portable electric drill is

drills,

preferred for most light 4:11,11ing on

the job, manually operated drills"` -hand drills, breaft drills-and automatic or puih

drills--still have their place in the skilled trades. (SeeiFig. E-33.) They are

not dependent upon the availability of electric power,-and for certain kinds of

miprecision drilling their excellent controllability can give them an advantage over

the faster and more efficient electric drill.
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Fig. E-33. Manually bperated drills

A UMW TIC Olt
PUSH DRILL.

4

.HAND.DRILLS

Hand drills, which are 9peratedby means of a geared handle, are used for making

small holes in wood, metal or masonry. They are designed to-use round, straight-

shank twist drills ranging in size up to 1/4.in. Special carbide-tipped twist

drills are used for drilling in masonry.

BREAST. DRILLS

A breast drill is similar in construction to a'hand drill, but it is a heavier tool

made for drilling holes up to 1/2 in. in diameter, ,Instead of a handle at the end,

it has a plate against which the user bears with his cheek or abdomen while using

both. hands to.steady and operate the drill. The breast drill, like the hand drill,

is designed to use round, straight-shank twist drill's, .

AUTOMATIC\DRILLS

The automatic drill or push drill is used for making small holes in wood. It

Mmilar to the spiral ratchet screwdriver in that it is operated by pushink the

handle, which 'has a spring-return action. One type of ratchet screwdriver can in

fact be converted to a push drill with an optional special chuck and drill set.

The special drill points for.the. automatic drill pave straight fluted and

range in.diameter_from 1/64 inch to 1/16 inch. The push drill ismost useful for

the quick drilling of holes for screws; can be used with one hand,, leaving the

other free to hold the work.
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CORRECT PROCEDURE FOR BORING AND. DRILUNG

The apprentiOe should observe the following rules for the correct use and care of

boring and drilling tools:

- Select0a bii-or (10411 that is the right type and size for the job. When an auger.

bit is to be used, choose the shortest one practicable for the job.

- Fasten the bit or drill/securely in ,the chuck of the brace e:hand drill.

- Locate the starting posltion with tn awl or a center punch to prevent the drill

from wandering on the ,Ilaterial.

- Keep the brace or hand drill at a constant angle to the work surface'and employ

moderate but steady pressure. to make a clean hole andvoid breaking the drill bit.

- Do not make the hole'deeper than necessary. If a twist drill penetrates beyond

the region of the twist, the chips will not clear from the hole.

Use a drill gage or:an auger bit gage when it. is necessary to limit the depth of

the hole. Such a gage can be made by drilling a hole through a length of dowel.

(See Fig. E-34.)

- Protect twist drills and bits from rust; and keep their cutting edges sharp. Wipe:

them with a lightly oiled cloth from time to time, and store them so that their

cutting edges wil? not be dulled by contact with other tools.

DPI L L EP TOWEL

1

10.

Fig. E-34. An auger-bit gage
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Self
Assessment

A

Read each statement and decide whether it is true -or false. Write T if the state-

ment is true; write F if the statement is false.

1. An awl can be used as a scriber.

2. ,A center punch is used for driving pins.

3. The size of-a hand brace is determined by its -chuck opening.

4. A number 4 auger bit is 1/4 in. in diameter.

5. The twist of an auger bit is the pitch of its lead- screw threats.

6. The part of an auger bit that scores the outer edge of the cut is the
spur.

7. To4kharpen an auger bit, only the upper edges of the cutting lips and
P the inner leading edges of the spurs should be filed.

8. The Forstner bit has a long screw point.

9. Round, straight-shank twist drills are used in a hand bracei

10. Hand drills are used for drilling small holes in wood, metal or masonry.

11. A breast drill is forced against the work with the heel of one hand.

12. Drill points for. automatic drills'are from 1/8 in. to 1/4 in. in
diameter.

13. Auger bits and twist drills should be lightly oiled occasionally to
keep them from rusting.
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F

9. T
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Post
Assessment
A group of boring and drilling tools is shown on this page. In each space in. the
numbered i column below, write the letter. of the illustrated tool that matches the
tool named in the column.

(11"1--"-""--"""'StMirtjf"
A

t

B

c

2.

3.

4.

5

6.

7.

8.

9.

1,0.

...11=1.1*

brace

push drill

scratch awl

hand punch

auger bit

expansiop bit,

countersink bit

breast drill

twist drill

forstner bit

21141",-

F

I .

G

H

4.7.17.74174;114.060:m.:41;;;;;;;11=0;i1:1MJ

4

K



Listed below each numbered item are'four possible answers or completing phrases.

Decide which of the four is correct, or most nearly corredt; then write the

corresponding letter in the blank space to the left of that item. ,

11. Thy tool used for tapering the mouth of a hole for a flat-head screw
i called a(n):

a. forstner bit c. expansion bit
b. countersink bit d. awl

12. The tang of a bit for a hand brace is:

a. fluted
b. round and straight

13. A hand brace -is sized by its:

c. twisted
d. square and tapered

a. sweep of handle c.. maximum chuqk opening
b. auger bit capacity d. weight /

/ ,

14. Which one of the following bits could be used to bore a diameter
hole through a piece of wood?

a. forstner bit c., expansion bit
b. twist drill d. "countersink bit

15. Drill points for push drills range in size from:

a. 1/64" to 1-/16" c. 1/16" to 1"
b. 1/32" to 1/8" d. 1/2" to 3/4"
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INCIVMUALIZIED LIARNING MUMS

4.3

HOLDING AND FASTENING TOOLS
cit

Goal:
t

Upon completing this module, the

student will be able to identify,

select, and demonstrate the proper

selection, use and care of pliers,

wrenches, clamps, hammers and screw-

drivers.

4

1),

Performance Indicators:

The student will demonstrate knowledge

of the subject by successfully completing

a Self Assessment exam and by either

completing an Assignment page or by

successfully completing a Post Assessment

exam.
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a

Study Guide

For successful completion of this module, complete the steps in the order listed

'below, checking each off as you complete it.

-Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of this module to

determine what you will be expected to'gain. Read the Intorduction to

discover this module's importance to you and your trade.

Study the Information section of the module to.acquire the knowledge

necessary to answer the exam questions which follow.

3. Complete the Self Assessment exam, referring to the Information section

or asking your instructor where help is needed. It is recommended you

score well on this.exam before proceeding.

4. Complete the Post Assessment exam, and turn your answer sheets in to

your instructor for grading,

or

complete the Assignment page as instructed. It is recommended that -you

score at least 90% on the Post Assessment or satis'fy your instructor by

demonstrating thorough and complete knowledge of the ,subject before going

on to the next module.

11
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4

Introduction

A wide variety .of tools for holding'and fastening are common to all of the skilled

,trades. Basic tools of these types, such as screwdrivers, pliers, wrenches, vius

and hammers, are so familiar that the apprentice may be tempted to believe that
. r

he or she can learn nothing new about them: However, the correct selection, use

and maintenance of holding and fastening tools calls for some special knowledge

and skills, and the apprentice should therefore study this module' carefully to

ensure complete understanding of the material covered. This is especially, important

for the safe use of the basic tools. Those devices lAed.to fasten materials--nails;

screws, bolts, studs, etc.7-will be examined carefully in the next module.

O
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Information
11.1.1111.111111

SCREWDRIVERS

Hand tools for driving and removing screws include square-shank, Phillips, and

spiral ratchet screwdrivers as well as conventional screwdrivers. A hand brace

fitted With a screwdriver bit is often used for the rapid driving and removing of

screws in construction work.

CONVtNTIONAL, OFFSET AND SQUARE-SHANK SCREWDRIVERS

Examples of screwdrivers of the various types used in the skilled tildes are shown

inFig. E-17.

Conventional screwdrivers, which are made in many sizes and types, 'have flat- tipped

blades and wood or plastic handles. The size of a screwdriver is determined by e

the length of its blade. The tiplof conventional screwdrivers vary in width
1

and in angle of bevel; in choosing a conventional screwdriver for a given job, the,

apprentice should be sure the tip fits deeply and snugly into the screw slot and

that the ip is neither too wide nor too narrow for the screw head. Close-quarter
NA

screwdriver and offset screwdrivers are useful for work where space is limited.

The heavy-duty square-shank screwdriver is like the conventional type except that

a wrench can be used on its shank for extra turning leverage.

411

'PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVERS AND SPIRAL RATCHET SCREWDRIVERS

The Phillips screwdriver is like a conventional screwdriver except that it has a

cross-blade tip to fit the cross slots of Phillips screws. Four tip sizes cover

the full range of Phillips screw gages.

.401

The spiral ratchet screwdriver has a spring-return, double-spiral grodved shaft

that turns and recesses into the handle when the handle is pushed. A reversible

ratchet device in the ferrule determines the direction of.rotation of the shaft.

55



The ratchet can be locked out to permit/ the tool to be used like a conventional

screwdriver. In most makas, the chuck at the end of the shaft will accept tips of

various hypes and sizes.

PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER

CONVEN'IlAL
SC Itl:wl vi

t` """*"'.1.0C:7:"..Cir

SQUARE-SMANK SCREWDRIVER

OEPSET SCREWDRIVER
C 1.0S1'.QUA ItTE i;C HE \VI MI V El?

-...Ta'`'llirSildirgitift4iiittiONkinvnwer,i

SPIRAL. RATrPIET scuFwPinvi.i?

E-17, Screwdrivers

USE AND CARE OF SCREWDRIVERS

Like all tools, screwdrivers must be used correctly and maintained carefully if

they are to be effestive and safe. For example, a conventional screwdriver_ will

be difficult and even dangerous to use if its tip has become worn or is damaged.

If the screwdriver tip continually slips out of the screw.slop, or if it scars

the screw head, it should be reground or filed so that the flat' sides of the tip

are nearly parallel. In fact, it is desirable that the sides be ground slightly

concaveso that they will be almost perfectly parallel where the tip engages the

screw slot. The end of the tip should have no rounded edges or corners and it must

be square with the center line' of the blade. (See Fig. E-18.)



CORRECT INCORRECT

Fig. E-18, Corrtel. au( Incorrect shapes for screwdriver Lips

When using a screwdriver, the apprentice should observe the following rules:

vse an awl, a drill, or a nail to make the starting holes for woodscrews.

(Rubbing a: little soap or wax en the treads ofa woodscrew will make it easier

to turn it.)

- When driving or removing screws i a small piece of work, hold the work in a vise

or cldmp, not by hand.

- To prevent the screwdriver from slipping, hold it scithe'tip is square with and

centered on the screw head.

4 - Never use a srcrewdriver as a chisel, a pry bar, or a punch.

- Never use pliers to turn dsquare-shankolewdriver. If extra leverage isileeded,

use a close - fitting wrench.

- Repair or discard any screwdriVer with a worn or damaged tip, a bent blade or a

loose or cracked handle.

- When working on or around electrical equipment, use screwdrivers with insulated

handles only

PLIERS

Pliers are intended for Kitting or bending wire, cutting and removing cotter.' pins,

and a variety of other cutting and gripping operations. They are not intended for

use as wrenches for'tightening or loosening bolts or nuts. If misused in this way,

they are likely to slip and cause injury to the user and damage to the work.

Pliers should not be used for gripping objects with hardened surfaces; this dulls

$their teeth.

A complete listing of the many types of pliers used in modern industry.is beyond

the scope of this module, but a few of the more widely used gripping pliers are

'shown in Fig. E-19. The most commonly used type is the combination plier, which .



ha s a slip joint that permits the jaw opening width to be increased as required for

large objects. Combination pliers are made in lengths ranging from 5 to 10 in.

CONIBINATION 011
SLIP-JOINT PLIER

WRENCHES

The kinds of wrenches in widest use in the skilled trades are those.intended for

tightening and lookining nuts, bolts and screws. Common wrenches in this category

are the open-end box, socket, Allen and adjustable types. (See Fig. E-20.)

I )-(1,

LONG-NOSE PLIElt

Fig. Pliers

DENT-NOSE PLIElt

1,4)
(ar-

jI ,s--
ct

jit

ENr)

6-POINT 11 -POINT 12- POI N T

COMMON SOCKET OPENINGS

130X WRENCH

ALI EN WREN(11 SET

3(6) L't VPriMAID C p,f,17,311)(t) j,t .b.ri Irma }I.'41)i VI'

ADJUSTABLE, WRENCH

Fig. E-20. Wrenches
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OPEN-ENO AND BOX WRENCHES

Open-end wrenches have parallel-sided openings at each end. A complete set will

include wrenches of 10 or more sizes. A box wrench differs from an open-end wrench

in that the opening completely surrounds the bolt head or nut. The openings of a

good box wrench usually have 12 notches (points) to make it easier for the user to

get a new "bite" on the nut in close-quarter tightening.

SOCKET WRENCHES

The opening of a socket wrench, like that of a box wrench, completely surrounds the
eA

nut. The opening may be a 6-, 8-, or 12-point type as shown in the illustration.

A 'square opening in the opposite end of the socket accepts a conventional level

handle, a ratcheting,handle,. or a crank -type handle for turning the socket. Socket.

. wrenches are made in rOwide range'of sizes. Square drive openings of 1/4

3/8 in., and'1/2 in. are common.

ALLEN WRENCHES

An Allen wrench is'a light hexagonal, steel bar designed to fit the recessed opening

of an Allen screw headi. The wrench his aright -angle bend near one end for leverage.

Allen wrenches are made in a wide range of sizes.

ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES

An adjustable wrench 11 similar to an open-end wrench except that it has a'single

opening with an adjustable jaw. The thumbscrew mechanism for. adjusting the jaw

opening may incorporate a locking device to ensure/that the selected opening will.

not change in size during use. Adjustable wrenches are made in lengths from 4 in.

to 18 in. overall.

CORRECT USE OF WRENCHES

The apprentice should observe the following t4ules for the correct use of wrenches:
4

- Be sure the wrench fits the nut or bolt head. Use of a wrench with an opening

of the wrong size will result in damage to both the work and the tool aild hazard

to the user.

- Always pull,,rather than push the handle of a wrench. If the wrench should slip,

the chance of injury is lessened if the wrench is being pulledtowarde user.

- ler:11001g an adjustable wrench, 6e,sure the opening fits the nut accurately.

Pull only against the stationary jaw, never against the adjustable jaw.
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VISES AND CLAMPS

Workers in the skilled trades often find it necessary to fasten materials together

temporarily or to hold them securely for drilling, sawing, gluing and other

machining or assembly operations.. 'Vises and clamps of various kinds are employed

for these purposes.

BENCH VISES

Bench vises are ,made. in a wide range of styli. A small vise that can be fastened

to a bench or Sawhorse when it is Aeeded is.a useful addition to the tool collection

of a worker in the construction trades. (See Fig. E-21.) A bench vise:of the type

- shown can be used for holding objects as large as a door'or a sash.

A bench vise may incorporate a locking 'swivel base that allows the user to turn

the vise on its vertical. axis to the most convenient working angle. Some vises

used in the machine trades,can be swiveled on the horizontal as well as the vertical

plane.

Fig, E-21, A bench vise

SPRING CLAMP PARALLEL CLAMP

"C" CLAMP

,I3A1? CLAMP

.`F g, 1-22.. Clamps



CLAMPS

A variety of clans are used in the skilled trades for holding pieces of work

together during assembly or fabrication operations. Types commonly used include

spring clamps, parallel clamps,'C-clamps and bar clamps. (See Fig. E-22.)

40

NAILING TOOLS

The driving, setting and pulling o ails in construction work calls for hammers

in a variety of types and sizes an n sets, pinchbars, prybars and.ripping bars.

HAMMERS
$

The hammer most commonly used,for.d ving nails is the claw hammer. (See Fig. E-23.),

The claw is intended for pulling nails ripping; it may be straight or curved.

The straight-claw hammer is the better type for ripping; the curved4claw hammer is

more efficient for pulling nails. The hammer head may be bell-faced (slightly

convex) to make it easier to drive nails flush without l4aving a hammer mark.

Flat-faced hammers are in some case% cross-checkered at the face to reduce the

tendency of the hammer head to glance off the work.

The drywall hammer shown in Fig. E-23 is the hammer commonly used by lathers and .

drywall workers. Its rounded face dimples the wallbOad slightly on the final

nailing stroke, making a smooth depression that can easily be filled. The wedge-

shaped blade can be used for prying wallboard into place and it also has a nail-

pulling edge.

EYE

dIEEK WEDGE

HEAD

CLAW HAMMER
.

ea,

Fig, E-23. Hammers

61
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Good hammer headsere made of drop-frged steel and are tempered and heat treated.

Nailing 'hammers are sized by the weight of their heads, ranging from 7 oz. to 20 oz.

The 16-oz. nailing hammer is a popular size. Hammer handles are generally made of'

wood, but they max be made of steel covered with leather or plastics.

Wood-handles require tightening and replacing from time to time. The lye or hole

in.the hammer head is slightly tapered so that the hole size ncreases toward the

wedge end. In tightening of replacing.a wood handle, the fftied handle end is

driven fully into the eye, and the metal wedge is then driven firmly into a saw

kerf in the end of the handle. The wedge forces the woodlightly against the

tapered sides'of-the eye to hold the handle 'secure.

CORRECT.USE OF HAMMERS-T.

The apprenticehou1d-observe the following rules for the correct and safe uliipir

hammert!,.

Grip thedlamMer'hindle.near the end. A. hammer held too near the head cannot be

swun0.4th.full force or best control.

;f" - Strike the object squarely with the full force of the hammer.

- Avoid damaging the wood with the hammer edges. This is particularly important

in finish work.

- Keep the hammer face clean to prevent it from glancing off the nail head.

- Do not Use the hammer handle for prying or pounding.

- Never use a hammer that has a loose head.

- If burrs should develop on the head or claw of a hammer, file or grind them off.

- Never .strike two hammers together, and never pound a hammer on a hardened steel

surface.

NAIL SETS

In finish work, it is usual to set nail heads slightly below the surface. The

device used for this. Purpose 'is called 'a nailset, a punch-like steel tool having

a cup-shaped point that fits ovethe head nfithe nail. Bail sets are made in

several sizes; for a 9itien job, the:one used should have a point of.about the same

size as the head of the nail. 1.



Before the nail set is used, the nail should be driven almost flush with the sur-

face Of the wood. Then, with its point held squarely on the nail head, the pail

should be4apped just hard enough to sink the,nail about 1/16 in. below the sur-

face., (See'Pig. E-24..) Putty or some other suitable filler can be used to conceal

the recessed nail head.

PINCH BARS

In cases where'a claw hammer does not provide enough leverage for removing a large

. nail, the worker can use a pinch bar or, even heavier work, a prybar or,a ripping

bar. ,(See Fig, E-25.) Bars of this type are also useful for prying up boards or

moldings.

Fig, E-24, Using a nail set

1

Fig. E-25, Ripping bar

6 Awe'
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Read each statement and decide whether it is true orifalse. Write a T if the
./

statement is true; write F if the statemen is false.

A square-shank screwdriver is designed to be used as a prybar or lever/

As well as a screwdriver.

2. If a screwdriver continually slips from the screw slot, it is likely

bat the tip of the tool does not have the correct shape.
/

The size of a screwdriver is determined by its overall length.
1

'1A Phillips head screw has a single recessed slot.

5. A screwdriver should never be used as a chisel prybar, or a punch.

A strong pair of pliers may be used to tighter a bolt if a wrench is not

available.

I

7. Allen wrenches are specially shaped adjustable wrenches.

S. When using an adjustable wrench, one should pull only against the

stationary jaw.

Hammers are sized according to the weight of their heads.
0, \

10. To. get the best swing in hammering, the worker should grasp the hammer

handle close to the head.

V

V.

A
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You are required to complete either the Assignment page or the Post AssesSment

exam before receiving credit for compting this module. The assignment consists

of successfully completing the followings Please complete the Self Assessment

before doing the assignment or takin?.the: st Assessment.

ASSIGNMENT 4

Describe, in your instructor's presence, the proper selection and use of every

holding and fastening tool discussed in this module. Your instructor may name.

,them and point themhout, but you must,describe what s ecific purposes they are

used for and how to use them properly.

f
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P st
Assessment
A,group of tools for holding and fastening is shown on this page. In each space.

in the numbered column below, write the letter of the illustrated tool that matches

. the tool named in the column.

D

B

4"4,1e.:4P 11 "4

44:4

-..-..-

--iiliANiTigtmta

J

Phillips screwdriver 4. Allen .wrench..

5. Offset screwdriver

3. Square-shank screwdriver . 6. '.',$lip-joint plier
at

..,,e.

2. Box wrench
aa*Nanalamia.maa

r
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'Listed below each numbered item are four possible ahwers or completing phrases.

-Decide which of the four is correct, or most nearly correct; then write the

corresponding letter in -the blank space to the left ofthat item.

7. Which one of the following wrenches is made to fit into d recessed,
-hexagonal hole in the bolt head?

a./Copen-end wrench c. adjustable wrench
bt, Allen wrench d. box wrench

Pliers are properly used to:

a. tighten bolts c. turn square-shank screwdrivers
b. bend cotter pins d. loosen nuts

The size of a screwdriver is determined by the:

a. Overall tool length t. dfaMeter of the handle
b. width of the tip d. length of the blade

10.. , Which one of the,foilowing screwdrivers is most useful in applications
where working space' is limited?

a. square shank c. offset
b. Phillips d. ratchet

11. If a strewdPiver continually slips from ft screw slot, the most probable
trouble is that the: t

a. blade is bent
b. tip is incorrectly shaped
c. screw slot is inaccurately machined
d. blade-is loose 0

12. 'Which one of the following is a safety precaution relating to the use
of wrenches?

a. Always pull rather than push the handle of a wrench.
b. Always use an adjustable wrench on square-nuts.
c. Never use an end-wrench on stud bolts.
d. Never use in Allen wrench without a handle.

13. Hammers are sized by the:

a. length of the handle c. weight of the head
b. length of the head d. width of .the claw

14. The most efficient hammer for pulling'nails is the:

a. drywall hammer cA. curved-claw hammer
b. straight-claw hammer d. ripping hammer //

M. The tool used to drive a nailhead below the surface of the wood without
scarring the wood is called a:v

a. driving t9bl
b. center set

center punch
nail set'
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*Goal:

AMM6
04131VIDUALIZEO LEARN1NO SYMMS.

4.4

FASTENING OEVICES

Upon completion of this module, the

student will be able to identify

various nails, screws and other

anchOring devices, and will be able to

describe.under which conditions they

are best used. $

9

4

Performance Indicators:.

The student will demonstrate knowledge

of the subject by successfully completing

a Self Assessment and a Post Assessment

exam.

Il
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Study Guide
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4

To successfully complete this module, complete the following tasks in the order

listed. Check each one off as you complete it.

1. Read, the Goal and. Performance Indicators on the cover of this module.

This will inform you of what you are expected to gain from completing

this modtile and howiwyou will demonstrate that knowledge. Read the

Introduction section to understand why this module is-important.

2. Study the Information'section of this module to acquire the knowledge

Rcessary to complete the Self and Post Assessment exams.

3. Complete the Self Assestment exam and compare your answers with those on

the Self Assessment Answer Sheet on the page immediately following the

exam. Re-study or ask your instructor for help on any qukstions you f.

have trouble with. The Self Assessment exam will helpyou determine

how well you are likely to 'do on the,st Assessment.

4. 'complete the Post Assessment exam and turn your answers in to your

instructor. It is recommended that you score 90% or better on the-Post

Assessment before, going on to the next module.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING . SYSTEMS

Introdudion

AP

Fasteners of many kinds are used in every skilled trade and technical occupations

of fastening d vices in common use, to indicate the size designations that apply

The purpose of his module is to ,acquaint de apprentice with the variou%types

for-each type, and to present the information needed for making 0 correct choice

of fastener for doing the job at hand in the best and easiest way. Fasteners

6descri d include nails, screws,.and anchorintg devicet of many types.

011
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lnformatiOn ./

NAILS

anoftbasofi

0

Widely used kinds of nails tnclude common wire nails, box nails, finish nails,

casing nails, clinch nails and fltoring brads,. which are all,essentially a piece of-

wire with one end flattened for the head and the other end pointed. Cut nails and

tacks differ from wire pails in that they are made from flat metal. sheets.

Nails are made of various metals, including steel, brass, copper, stainless steel

and aluminum. Coatings and treatments are often applied to nails to increase hold-'

ing power, reduce corrosion, and improve appearance; nails may be cement coated,

acid etched, galvanized, cadmium plated, blued,. nickel plated or chromium plated.

Some nails are especially hardened for use in concrete or masonry, while others

.are annealed (softened) so that. they can be riveted. Some common-types of nails,

nail. points, and nail heads are shown in Fig. H-l.,

Most nails are still sized by the old penny system, which is supposedly based on

the poundweight per thousand. The letter "d" employed in nail size designations
, .

is the English abbreviation for penny. Thee lengths and gape numbers (diameter

designations) of nails'of various penny sizes are given in Table 4. The smaller

the diameter of the nail, the higher the gage number. Nails longer:than six inches

are generally sized by'inches; those smaller than 2d are sized by 'fractions of an

inch. Certain types ofInails--brads, felt roofing nails, hinge nails, plaster

nails, and some others--are always sized by inches.

Recent changes in material's calling for, different types of holding devices have

brought abqut,the development of "improved" or threaded nails, whi.ch are threaded

like screws but are driven with hathmers. The wood fibers are forced into the

grooves 'between the threads when the nail is driven, in. Once such 6 nail is

driven, the threads prevent it from being pulled or forced out of the wood.

Threaded nails can be substituted for wood screws in many' cases,Ahus saving the



time that would be
range of types and

brass, commercial

Fig. H-2.)

required for boring holes. Threaded nails are made in a wide
sizes and are supplied in regulartor hprdened steel, copper,

bronze, silicon bronze, and. other materials d finishes. (See

NEEDLE 1)!AMONI)

DUCKBILL

NAIL POINTS

tr

LONG I)iAMONI)

DUPLEX

FLAT

OVA!,

OVA I, .

COUNTERSUNK

NAIL. HEADS

I r I

4

Mlin=t"
7d FLOORING IIHAD[M=0'

4d BARBED BOX NAI

40.1, ;414*.41401,
6d BOAT NAIL

4d CASING NAIL

c:1=1:1111:0>
d FINISHING NAIL.

daa

x FINC; NAI

,

Gd COMMON NAZI!.

TACK

rig. II -I, Com 1th m 14",trieli&s

Vig. II-2. A solvc hr !totion UI twailed mils.
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Siza fs and Gages of Some CAmmonly Useci 1\14ils

'Penny
size.

Length
in

inches*

Gage

Common
nails

Box and
c4sing
nails

'2d .1 15 15-1/2
3d 1-1/4 '14 14-1/2
40 1-1/2 12-1/2 14
5d 1-3/4 12-1/2 14
6d '2 11-1/2 12-1/2
7d 2-114 11-1/2 12-1/2
8d 2-1/2 10-1/4 11-1/2
9d 2-3/4 10-1/4- 11-1/2%

10d
12d

3
3-1/4

9
9

10-1./2
10-1/.2

1-6d 3-142 8 10
20d 4 6,, 9
3 Ocl 4-1/2 5 9
40c1 5 4 8
50c1 5-42 3
60d 6 2

*Coatedfnails are 1/8"'shortbets.
Air

I.

SCREWS.

Next to nails, the most common fastening devices are screws. Three types of

screws are considered here: wood, sheet metal and machine screws.

(Birminghain.wire-tgage)

Coated F inish
nails

.16

.14
13-1/2

12-1/2
11-1/2
11-1/2
11
10

7

5
4

16-1/2
15-1/2
15.
15
13
13
12-1/2
12-J/2
11-1/2
1t71/2
11

to

Y

WOOD SCREWS

The threads of a wood screw are in the form of projecting spiral' ribs t at cut into

the wood as the screw is'turhed in with aosCrewdriver. After the screw is inserted,.

the wool! fibers `close up and hold it tightly in place Wood screws. are ..usually

threaded over only part of their length; the,unthreaded part is called the shank.i

A wood. screw has moresholding power than 41,n1.11 of the same size, and il tan be

removed more easily than a nail. On the Other hand, wood screws are more expensive

than nails, and it generally takes more time to drill t,..tsle and then turn-in'a

screw(than to drive anall. Wood screws are mad of soft steel, copper, copper

alloys, or aluminum. The steel screw may be plated or coated to retard corrosion

or match the finish of hardware. .4.

4
Wood screws ye made in a wide rage of lengths and diameters. The shank diameter,

or gage, it ilhdicated bia number, from 0 to 24; the higher the numberA the greater

4'
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the diameter (just the opposite of the gage of wirqOpails). Standard wood screws

are available in lengths from 1/4 in. to 5 in. and are designated according to the

shape of the head as flat; round or oval. Some-screw heads have a single slot for

the screwdriver; othershave a recessed cross slot; known as a Phillips head.
4

(See Fig. H-3.)

1110'

0

The application of engineering principles to the design of fasteners has brought

about the development of greatly improved screws for many special purposes. One

`such fastener is a self-drilling wood screw that has a sharp off-center slot cut

into the point part way along the shank. (See Fig. H-4.) The sharp ed§e of the

slot cuts threads4into the wood as the screw turns; it also provides space for

some of the wood shavings.

A C

Wood screws:
(A) flat head, (B) round head,

(C) oval head, all single- '-
slotted; (D) Plat head,
Philips cross-slotted

I
g 11-1.

A self-drilling wood screw

4

r.r

The selection of the right screw fOr the,job'dependg on the same considerations as

the choice of the rightnail: the material Or materials'to be %stetted, the .

,,,

stresses to which 't e construction will be subjected, the environmental, conOtiOns,-

to which:it will b -exposed and the .appearance desired for the- finished work; h:...
... :',.. 6: ....:

For ordinary purposes where the Irk will not be ex0osed'to,Obistur0, the...6rtoht 1--1-.:

come(uncoated).s&ew is used; when.tf screw is tO be instped,mhere-At wil}.,COme* -.':::.
. 4 '4 .4

contact6ith moisture, a coated or plated.screwis preferred. ..,iple flat-:head Sore l-
4.

is used in work where the.scr w head is to be.
.

flush .with theggrface, or courier : !':-

sunk. The round -head screw s best if.there iSdan4;07,:e Witttngjhe w4d:Wion. ;' ,;.,''''

..,

driving a flat-head screw i o it, or if sUrfke ipOarancCfs 'ill).t eGcon.sjdOlatiph

Th'e oval-head screw is some Imes chogep for #pp4rOte and thgreatdtstrength-
,

... of tie head. PhillipS-head screws can .be;driV900Ster than ,screws w1tOingle:



slotted heads and with less danger oflhe:screwdriver slipping; for theSe'reasons,,

. they. are much used in production work. The'drive:sCrew, whfch hai long spiral.'

ribs and, is designed to be driven in wipa hammervis used,where speed and economy

in fastening are important factors; itls:Most suitable for use ,with soft woods.

SHEET-METAL SCREWS

Sheet-metal. screws aremade.of hardened steel and are. self-tapping; that is, they

cut or :form threads:as they are turned into a pilot hole that is molded, punched,

drilled, or pierced' in ..the material. They may have flat, round, oval orother.

type heads, with single sl6ts or Phillips recessed slots. (e-e Fig. H-5.) Sheet!

metal screws are identified,by gage number (diameter) froM 2 to 14 and by length

from 1/8 in. to 2 in, or more.

MACHINE SCREWS. s.

Brass or steel machine screws are. used for the assembling of metal parts. Machine

screws, can be driven only ,into,pre-drilled and threaded holes matching the screw

gage or into mating nuts. They have slotted or socket heads, which may be round,

oval,-fillister$ binding, pan, truss, flat or hexagonal. The screw body is

uniform in diameter ovdr length, and the.screw tip is blunt. A fewof

the most common machine-sctsew styles ale shown in Fig. H-6.

FigA 1 - 5

(13) r9tind,A-110:

, .

....

Machine wows are designated.Wsize Optermined by: a diameter.) :, iiurnber Of

threads to the :-i nch,:-and length. Diameters less than-1/4 des i gnated ...

gage:numberis -ranging from 0' to '12:-aild- from 1r/4. to I in:' py fractions otan.inch
.

Unitedstandard machine-stmt.,- thread"wies are..used $1) the rO St4teiNatiqpwy .

Coarse And National Firle".:'- (S4.Tatte

,1-.1 13. :Arlitr:iinecr:_(ws!.
ttmci head;

(C) lie:td; (D.) fillisto.
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TABLE. 5

National Coarse and.National Fine
Screw:.Threaci8

Machine screw Threads perinch'

National coarse
(NC)

. i

National fiq.
(NF) i

Nominal
size

Di meter
'(in.) -

#0 0.0600 -- 80
#1 0.0730 64 72
112 0.0860 56 x 64
#3 0.0990 48 , 56,

.114 ' 0.1120
.
40 48

115 40 44
#6 0.1380 32 40
#8 .1640 32 36
#10
#12 ,

0.1900
0.2160

, 24'
24

32
23

1/4" . .0,2500 20 28
5/16" 0.3125 . 18 24
3/3" 0.3750 16' 24
7/16" ,0.4375 14 20
1/2

II

0.5000 13 20
9/16" 0.5625 12 18
5/8" 0.6250 11 18
3/4" 0.7500, 10 16
7/8" 0.875d 9 14

.

1" , 1.0000 8 14

4

ANCHORING DEVICES

k wide variety of anchoring devices are used as fastenrs where nails or screws

would be inappropriate in terms of holding. power, permanence, or sui tabi 1 ity for

special fastening needs. Two.common CategOries of anchoring devices..are 1) baits,

nuts ,and studs and4,2) shields, phigs and.ainchors.

x. .

BOLTS, NUTi"AND STUPS

Bol ts , 1 i ke screws, have, threaded bodies. They differ from screws mainly-in head

styles and range of typei and sizes. In general, bolts ire not designed to .be

turned directly tritip, the material, in the manner .of .self-tapping 'screws, but must
,o.

be inserted itito a pre-threaded hole 'or' thrbu4i1 a'clearance hole.and. then into a

mating nut. The bolt has an external or."Malel.,01read;Ithe nut an. internal dr
.

female thread. Studs are similar to bolts 'and. screw$, except that they are threaded'
,.. ::. ,

from both ends; one end Of: the stud i5 sc:reweinto a threaded hol4, and the pro-

jecting end *is fitted with a nut.

: t
1..

77
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Bolts are designated by type, finish,' thread size and pitch and iength. Bolt-head

and-nut shapes include hexagonal, square, round,''T-shaped and mushroom. The bolt

head may be chamfered; the'top of the head may be pain or slotted, and its base

may be squired off or angled. The thread may cover the entire shank, or there .

may be an unthriaded portion extending, to the base of the head. Just below the

head there may be a neck that is square (often Affibined with a round head), ribbed,

finned, elliptical, oval'or keyed. Bolt ends are usually blunt: Bent bolts have,'*.

radius bends, square bends, U bends, or eye bends-in place of heads.

Three4familiar types of bolts are illustrated in Fig. H-7. The carriage bolt has

an oval, unslotted head and' a square neck thatengages the wood or other mterial

and prevents the bolt from turning when the nut is applied. The machine bolt has

a square or hexagonal unslotted head, which is held by a wrench while the nut is

being tightened. A lag bolt (lag screw) is like a heavy wood screw except that it

has an unslotted bolt head and must therefore be installed with a wrench instead

of a screwdriver. It is often used in connection with an expansion shield.

Fig H-7. Some familiar bolts:

A) carriage bolt; B) machine
bolt; C) lag bolt or lag screw

;i1

tt

Bolts are made for a wide range of purposes. There are self-locking bolts, tamper-

proof bolts of special head design requiring matching tools for installation, or

removal, bolts that include preassembled washers, and self-sealing screws. Nylon

bolts and nuts are used for, same applications.
't

. -Cotter pins or lock washers are often used wj h bolts to prevent the nut from

working loose. The cotter Pp is thrust thr ugh a hole in the end of the bolt,

and .the two ends of the pin' are then separated and bent back. The edges of a split-

.ring lock washer or .the multiple edges'oi a toothed lock washer cut into the bolt

head or nut to keep it tight. (See Fig. H144.) Plain washers Mhy be used under

bolt heads or nuts to provide increased.bearing surface.

78



SPLIT -RING LOCK WA3HEII

TOOTHED LOCK WAFHER

Fig. H-8. Devices used for securing nuts

SHIELDS, PLUGS AND ANCHORS

When a lag screw, a hanger bolt, or a machine bolt is to be driven into a masonry

wall, an expansion shield ofthe proper size is first inserted into a hole drilled

into the wall. The shield, a malleable-iron split casting with internal threads,

expands when the bolt is driven in, thus exerting pressure against the sides of

the hole and providing a secure anchor.

Other devices similar to the expansion shield_are lead shields, plastic fiber

. expansion plugs, expansion anchors and toggle bolts. The lead shields and the

expansion plugs are used with wood screws. liSee Figs. H-9 and H-10.) Expansion

anchors are used primarily to fasten fixtures to plaster walls, composition wall-
.

board and drywall. As the screw is driven into the wall, the expansion anchor

spreads and locks into place; the screw is then removed, inserted through the

fixture, and re-driven into the anchor. Toggle bolts are used to fasten woodwork

or fixtures to hollow walls and ceilings. The expanding section 1411ains folded

against the bolt until it is inserted into the drilled hole; it then pivots or

spreads and bears against the inner side of the wall es the screw or nut is tight-

ened. (See Fig. H-11.)

Fig, H-9:
Lead expansion shield (with lag bolt)

*.W.,4:07,11M:g CM.

si PnoPN stn. woOn sciww,
,\No

0,1 Y TIII: P(MTION
1111% MUST t:Nrmi

Fig, 11 -19. 'Installing a fiber plug

A

HHACKLT 0H OTHE1( ITEM
TO 1W raVTEN E1 TO WALL
/

II

A fig, H-11, Spring -wing,400;lc bolt:
(A) inseritql with wings folded;
(13), tightened, wings expanded
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INDIVI6UALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS'

Self
Assessment

N

After you have studied the material in the Information section, complete the

exercises by writing the word that belongs in each space.

Besides the common wire nai4, other widely used forms of wire nails awl,

and
,

2.. Cut nails are made from flat

.

V Most. nal15,are still sized by the system.

In nail designations, the letter "d" stands for
4(.

5. In many cases, nails can be used in place of wood screws.

Screws having ,heads can be driven faster and with less'danger

of the screwdriver slipping than screws having single heads.

11;

/

,Sheet-metal screws are, self

8. The two standard machine -screw thread series used in the Uhited States are

the and the

9:- k lag bolt is like 'a heavy except that isbhas i(h)

bolt head

10. ,Expansion provide a means of anehorgng lag bolts, hanger bolts,. or

machine bolts in masonry.



SELF ASSESSMENT ANSWER SHEET

1. box, finish, casing, clinch brads

metal sheets

3. old penny

penny

S. threaded

rounded, flat

7. tapping

8. National Coarse, National Fine

9. wood screwi unslotted.

10.. shields,

I.

-1111.,

c
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Post
Assessment

4 1
An. assortment of fastenion devices is shown on this page. In each Apace in the

numbered column below, write the letter of the illustrated item thatkmatches the

..item named in Vie Column's : \
,

V

V

M.

fintShing.nail
.

2. flat-hpad wood screw

3. self-drilling wood screw.

roofing .nail

5. ,Phillips-head screw

6. .flat-head sheet-metal screvOli..

fillister-head machine'screw

s

4F

.10

K

G

V.

V



41,

r

I

'Listed below each numbered item are four possible answers or completing phrases.

Decide which of the four is corm, or most nearly correct; then write the

corresponding letter in the blank space tothe'Left of that. item.

Most nails are sized by:

a. length
b. the gage system

c. the penny system
d. head diameter

9. Nails over 6 in. long are generally sized .by:

a. the penny system * c. weight in pounds per thousand
b. length in inches )( d. gage number

1.0. Which one of the follow4g is not a wire nail? 4 44

a. box nail c. flooring brad
b. casing nail .d. cut nail

11. The number of threads per inch is specified when describing which one
of the folliowing kinds .of screws"

a. wood screw 'c: machine screw
b. drive-screw d. shW-metal screw

12.. Wood screws are sized by:

a. number
b. length

c. diameter"
d. weight per, thousand

13. A fastener that is like a heavy wood screw except that it's installed
with a wench instead of a screwdriver is a(n):

>

a. Phillips-head screw c. e4rnsion anchor
b. stud bolt d. lag bolt

14. Which one of the following need not be specified when ordering machine
screws:

a. cottet pin, c. expansion plug
b. expansion sheild d. toggle bolt

15. A.device used in conjunction with lag bolt for fastening in masonry

111

VL

a. cotter pin c. exPihsion plug
b. expansion shield d. toggle bolt

83
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4.5

BASIC SCIENCE -- SIMPLE MECHANICS

1

Goal:
The student will be able to identify

and explain the pr'Ociples of leverage,

inclined planes, and, force, as it is

applied to liquids and gases.

I

Performance Indicators:
The student will demonstrAte an

understanding of the subject by

successfully completing a Self and

Post Assessment.

I
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V11.11..1=pgmy.00.1

Study dui e
This guide has been prepared to be a "blueprint9.for the successful completion

1

of this module. Complete the tasks below in the order in which they're listed,

checking off each item as completed.

, 1. Read the Goal'anii Performance Indicators.

2.. Read the Iftroduction.

Study the Information section T4 s will provide you with the

knowledge necessary to pass the Sel and Post Assessments.
,

Take the Self AssesAnt. This will show how well you've learned the

information. If you have'difficulty with the Self Assessment, re-study

the Informationjection, or ask your instructor for help.

.

Complete the Post Assessment and turn the answers in to ,spur instnuctor..

Itis recommended you score at least 90% on the Post Assessment before

going on to the next module:

4

It
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

a

Introduction
I,

In the previous module, we'learned that stored or potential energy must be changed

to energy of another kind -the energy of motion, heat, or light, for example- -

before it can be used to do work. In this Module, we will learn how energy brings

about movement in solids, liquids and gases. Putting)mechanical energy to work

with these substances is basic to every technical occupation.
'
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Information
SIMPLE MACHINES

Without the ai'd of machine, only a very strong man can lift an Oject weighing'

.much in excess o 300 pounds. With the.discovery of two simpleA*chines--the'

lever and the inclined plane--we learned how to multiply Vie fOrCe we could exert

in lifting-objects. Other simple machines--theipulley, thelWirel and axle, the

screw, and the wedge--are really applications of the principles of the lever and

the inclined plane. Complex modern machines- -the power shovel, for example- -are

assemblies of. many simple machines.

THE LEVER

A lever is a rigid bar that is free to turn about a fixed point called a fulcrum.

The Greek scientist Archimedes N7-212 B.C.) formulated the basic 'mechanical

c:principles involved in the use o levers. Levers employed to mul4iply force are

of two kinds: first class add second class.

In a first class lever, the fulcrum is between the load and the applied force; in

a second-class lever, the load it between the fulcrum and the applied force.

(See Fig. G-4.)

fir.A14 TAMA A114

I1 ront ADM

FIRST- CLASS LEVER

III IN WWI. ARM

Elacitum

. SECOND - CLASS LEVER

401Fig, G-4. Using livers to multiply force

.
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In the illustration of anrsi-class lever, if the worker pushes. down witfta forte

of 100-pounds, he or she can raise the 300-pound weight. The adVantage in force

pr "mechanical advantage" made possible by the lever 4s thus the ratio of iG to

. The mechalkOl'advantage of inyAtver is found by dividing the 14ngth of the effort,

arm (fulcrum to point of applied force), by the length of the resistance arm

(fulcrum to load point). Thus,the second -class lever in the illustratioh also

, prpvides a mechanical ,advantage of 3 to 1. Although the Iglative positions of, the 41 4

load and the fulcrum are reversed, the*distances from **fulcrum 'to the point of
t applied force and from the fulcrum to the load point are the same for each lever

shown--3 feet and 1, foot, respectively.
,

.T CLINED PLANc

The prinCiple of the inclinedplane is illustrated in Fig. G-5. The mechaniCa

advantage.of'an i lined plane is found by dividing the length of tie plane

vertical ris . n the example illustrated, the mechanical advantage is 10

divided -by 4,, or 1 1/2 to 1. In theory, the worker would have to exert-,a ,

of only 80 pounds to move the,200-pOung.load; but in fact, additional: orc
e

be requi -ed to overcome the4Considerable frjction of theipechanical,SyStem.:'

1

Q

FORCE APPLIED TO LIQUIDS`
A

..1',4

,

G- -ff:An-Incltned plane,

.;* ; : '

:o

1,v.

',k
ek; '

,,-..

4"
If,a,force is applied to a movable solid body, the bodcWilt'be set ftthotiOn

Before a force can be transmitted to or through aliquid, hbweVer,'t liquid miqt;' ,f,,'
's'

. .

...,
-, ..t.. ...

. , ,, -4'. - ,.'be confined in a closed container (or in a systeth of closed cont'illylers;'s66-ii
/

thekydraulic braking systelmf:an,aUtomobfle). This. becaUsehe Wrolecttlis'W; !.:./::
. . v. , .

,,,,- ..... ,

a liquid slide over one another freely.; imunconfined 1I'quid is therep're,rrierelY'=:,..
..

displaced by an applied force,
. .4

. itt

t:44. 'V%

.
..4 ck

'V

r t
11' ;

Z' ,

jC



When'Aressurels ;Applied to. a : ilqui con.fined ;in. a closed 'container, the'tpreit;Ma.
--.:

is exerted equally at alVVP1 hts onf,:tiie lips 'of the container.. This is a ' '
. 4

simplified St atemc nt of, pie princ. l Ole .of..fl u144meChapicS establ ished by'1the French.
PhYsi ci st, 81 also. (1 § .'4...T.660... ,' The :ter,* '!:pf.'eAsure" as it; applies 'to '. 1 i clUi til
and gases means not 'SUst.";forCe A)Li4toi,ce :Pe.r.10 I t;;.Of area of the containerr HeAPP
:p,ressure tn water, pipes, Is eicpes

.

r sed :th:;:po"iin4s:: per :square- inch: Os i )
,!c

,
, . .

I1 ,-v t,

/ e); 'VP,,fc

? 4,
'-

li
:appl

A ., .

' rind Ole
4.1

!) .'t`', .
I '4I

44. ,
, ,

:

f,;111!.;.

41't ''a.1 . .i''w
.."".it:. F1'eAtt INcl

oki\s"ttin!ti Wtio: '`fo I the ba-S te:?1 awt (Al evers,;

perhaps best
t

remembfc itor:. hi s d'ftc;oiary:' that. a -body; mmeried n ''a f1fluid i S. buoyed
-force; ght's'o'f;the di splab'es =This fact, whi ch ha S

, , ,
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etIas well ,,as .: 'floating- :bodies;` floattn0 bldttc,'Of wood appears-
,

to .lose all its weight t -of; buoyant: :force.; the sunken,toncreteif o weighed 'wider water, would appear to have lost only!Vart -of, its weight. .;If a t.

cubic-foot blogk . of concrete were Submerged, it would of course displace a 'cubit. .

foot of water;' and since a cubic foot of water weights 62.4 pounds, the.-concrete
,block would appear to weigh 62.4 pounds less under-water than:- on land.' If the

_

block. were -Set- irv..a.-pool of' Mercury:, instead of water, ':itt apparent:yeight loss would--..° ,, :-.. cy

be greatert in .fact, it would float. .. ..,.

:, -.-... .-...
, .

''. 'Gases k .1 i ke, 1 iquids; have fluidity- iy- arid take on. 'e ,shape of thi r: container, but .
.., ;

unlike..liguidit they ..are,,easTily Aompressed, and they expand Without limft if.hot
,

confined,\ih :a. tl oed :COntatner.:..The,:Irish Rober't Boyle (162-1§9.1 )....
di sciovFred how the volume.:of .a 6as-, ts affected::by the pressure exerted on :the gas4

. . ,..
.. ,The principle the bears his name,-.;Boyler't LaW--stale f thai;the yOlUme of a dry:' 1

gas pi's inversely4roportionpirl tO...the pressure to which': i t Is subjected if the s..,

temperature .o frthe . gas i t.-:kept, :cons tent.' This ment ;;.,phat,., if the volume of .a OVen,,.....
sluanti ty.'-of , gas::: is reduced by one-half, .:the presSUre' of: the.. will be)ttoubledi I,

. ,. ._ ,,. -.

on the other hand, if . the volume of:the' gas is .doubled- the pressure .011 be reduced
, . As :

..:. If !" .. ..

by .9ne h.alf.
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INDIVIPVALIZEV LEARNING YSTEMS

:.
Reed each statement and decide wheth:r.. it is true 'v I se. Write T i f the
statement '45' :t11.16; write F i if the::.statepent:...is. false..

4Por. .The'fulCruM.'of a leieit,is ..thia:.point. upon whiCh. the load i is placed.

he'wheelbarrow a secchd7class l ever.

A crowbar can be'Uied at both a first- ,class and.
.

econd-tcl.ass

Frictiori.must be *ken into account.:.initcaltiilat. the fbrCe needed to
u,P...:an.incliTtedt plane..,

The Mechanical 'advantage of a leyer felting by the length- of
the 'effoititm by. the .1 efigth of the resi stance arm.

awar

P'ressut'e 'means forCe.,Per'Junit of urea.

. .

HydraUlicjaCki.i'make uSe;c:f.. Archimexiei ncipl e

:

"toati n§ ::0640it. di iPiacs w a fer;in amount..:eqUal.: to i.ts own weight.

. .

ti r#,.ptimp Vi l,. ulitrates... Boyle' s

vir
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t INDIVIDUALIZED. LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Assessment

Listed below each numbered item are four posSible answers or completing phrases

Decide which of the four is correct, or most nearly correct; then write the

corresponding letter in the blank space to the left of that item.

1. /4hich one of the following is a statement of Boyle's Law?

a. Pressure applied to a liquid is transmitted equally in'all directions.

b. Gases are lighter than liquids.

c. The volume of a given quantity of gas is inversely proportional to

the pressure acting upon it.

d. The volume of a given. quantity of gas increases with pressdr .

2. A wheelbarrow is an illustration of which class of lever?

A. first

b. second

c. third

d. fourth

3. The mechanical advantage of a lever is calculated by:

a: adding the length of the resistance arm to the length of the effort

arm

b. multiplying the length of the lever by the weight of the load

c. dividing the length of the effort, arm by the length of the resistance

arm

subtracting the weight frIbm the force

4. An inclined plane is a:

A: simple machine

b. fulcrum

b. pivot

d. lever



5. ...
"

"Pressure" ream:

a. total force exerted by a fluid,

b. force per unit o'Y area

c. cubic weight

d. weight per squieivnch

Anoobject,immersed in water appears to:

a. weigh rore than it does out of water

b. weigh the same as it does out of water

c. weightless than-it does out of water

d. be weightless

A floating object:

a. displaces water in an amount equal to its own *volume

b. displaces water in an amount equal to its own weight

c. illustrates Pascal's plipciple

d. weighs less than it would under water

The hydraulic jack is an application of:

a. Archimedes' principle

b. ewtoll's first law of motion

c. Pascal's-principle A
d. Boyle's law

9. A fulcrum is a,(n):

a. lifting machin c. overwhelming (force

b. pivot point of lever d. unit of acceleration

10. Archimedes' printiple, refers to:

a. gas cfretsures

b. floating objects

c. falling objects

ltd. motion

'ea



Instructor
Post Assessment nswets

so.

1.

2. b

c

4. a

5. b

7 c

7. b

8. c

9. b

10, b
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FASTENERS
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Goal:' k

The apprentic(AcwilA be able to Select, use
and-care for. apvropHate hoWing and
fastening tools for various fastening

Adevices and will be able to describe
)1 the correct uses for COMM fasteners.

4

'1

A

9

Performance Indicators:.

1.. Describe the proper ;election, use '

and care of pliers',' wrenches, clamp!
. .

hammers.and screwdrivers.

2, identify common types of fasters
,and thelt"most appropriate uses. -)
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'INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYTENIS .

Study E

v. A

4..

0

,. . . ,For successful completion of ,this module, complete the step,s. in the order listed
, -.,. -

.°below, checking each off as you complete it. '' . - ..

II.

' 2.

3.

41.

4.

#
A

. ,.
a , . \ I 1

Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cove''. of this module to.
,,.determine whOt' you will be expected to gain. Read the Ifftcirduction to

discover this ipbdule's importance to:you and your trade.

Study the info'rmati n 'Section of the modu'e to acquire the knowledge
necessary to ,nswer the exam questions which follow.

Complete the elf A sessment exam, referring to the Information section
or asking ,your. inst uctor where help is needed. ,I is recommended you
score well on this xam before proceeding.,

.

COmpfete the Post A sessment exam, and tuVh yobr,nswer sheOs in tot,
ypur instructor for rading,

or

complete. the isigriti n't page as in..ructei. Et is recommended that ,You
Iscore at leastr90% orl, the Post.Assessment or. satisfy your instructor by

-

demonstrating th.orotu h and complete knowledge the subject. before going
. .. 4

on to the next 'nodule.
N.- irf

(
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4.

V. -I
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41.
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INpIVCDUALsIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

41 4

44

Introduct

600....&

I

.)\---wiide variety of tools for .holding a.nd fastening are .'common to all of the skilled
trades. Basic tool," of these types', such as screwdrivers, pliers, wrenches, vises

. . .
4

?and hamm s, are. so familiar that 'the, apprentiCe may 'be temptiad to bel ieve.tikit
.

he or e can learn nothing new about-them..'' However, the ,correct selection, use
1and maintenance of holctihg and fastening tools calls for some special;knowl edge

and skills, and the apprentice should. therefore'study this mpdle-carefully to
ensure complete understanditig Of the material covered. .This.is especial b, :importantfor the safe use of/,the, basic tools.. Those devicds ,used to fas.ten materials--nailsl*
screws; bolts, 4stUds, etc. -- -will be examined carefully in the _next module.

, .

a.,

14,
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f INDIVIDUALIZED 'LEARNING' SYSTiMS

Information
1
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'SCREWDRIVERS

1r r . .
(

CONVENTIONAL, OFFSET AND SQUARPSHARK SCREWDRIVERS '.

/-Hancftools.for driving and removing screws include square-sha nk, Phillips, and
spiral ratchet screwdrivers as well as conventional screwdrivers. A hand brace
fitted with a screwdriver bit is often used .for the rapid dtiving and removing of
screws in tonstruction work.

a,

Examples q-screwdrivers of theyarious.types used in tile-skilled.trades,are shOw
"in Fig: E41.

Conventional screwdHvers, which are Made in many sizes and types, h4ve flat-tipped.
SS-blades and wood or plastic harries. The size of a screwdriver is, determined by

1 '
the length of its blade. The'tips of Conventional sciiwdriyers vary in width

.,,. a'nd in -angle of-beve in choosing a conventional screwdriver for a given job, the

apprentice shduld be sure_the tipfits deeply and snugly.into the screw slot and
that the ti is neither too wide nor too narrow for the screw hetd. Close- quarter

screwdrivers and offset screwdrivers are uspfulrfOr work where space is linfited.
. ,

. The heavy-duty square-shankocrePdrivar is like the conventional type except that
.

tv ,a wrench can be used on its' shank for extra turning. leverage,

p

A

PH LI)PS SCREWDRIARS AND SPIRAL RATCH T SCREWDRIVERS.

The Phillips screwdriveris like.a c ventional screwdriver except that it has a

crass - blade tip to fit- the ross slots of Phillips screws. Four tip sizes .cover

the full,range of Phillips screw gages.

"The.spiral ratchet screwdriver has a spring - return, double-spiral grooved shaft
that turns and recesses into-the handle when the handle is pUshed. A reversible

.

ratchet devise' in the fer7rute,determines the direCtion of rotation of the.shaft.

.5

ar
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The ratchet can be lodked out to permit the tool totibe us.pd like a conventional
scrvwcLrivM-. In most makes, the,chuck at the end of the shaft will accept'tips of

.0

10

vi.iflidius types and sizes.

t/
.).

I

lv

;wpm v Eft

'11

S

p

CONVENTIONAI
SCItEWDRIV ER:

OE ESE SCIt,WDMV El?

'1-SQUARE-SHANK SCIa.WURIVE'R

/
4I

6

S.PI RAE IANTC111,1 'SCR WORIV I

P.

scItEwpitiv 1:1?

1

Fig. E -17. 89.rewcirivers
r

USE AND -CARE 'OF SCREW IVERS,

Like al 1 tools, scr drivers must he used correctly and maintained carefully if
they are to ,he effective onvi safe. For examp4e, a conventional screwdriver will, .

.

be difficult and even dangerous to us'e i f its 'tip has become worn or is damaged.
I f the screwdri ver ti-p;\ continually slips out of ale screw slop, or if.it scars.
the 'Screw head, it should be reground or filed so that the flat.sides of the tip
are -Dearly par'allel.. In fact, it i's desirable that the sides be grgtind slightly

,concAve so,that.they will be'almost perfectly parallelmhere the tip engages, the'
screw slo't. The end of the Np shOUld have no rounded. edges or cornOrs qnd it must
'be square with the center line of the-blale.. ee. Fig. E-18.) \J

(
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Cerro('( and incorrect 911;wes lor serewdrtver ' .

3
.41

1)

When using a screwdriver, .the apprentice should observe tke 'following rules
. ,

,, Use a.n awl,. a dri11, br a nail to make the `starting holes Poor woodscrews.
(Rubbing a

sli
ttle soap or wax on the. threads of a wodds-crew wil) make it easier

to turn it.)
6

- When drivin or removing screws' in a small -piece of aOrk, hold the work ih<a.vise.-
or c-lamp, t by hand.

.
, .- To prevent the screwdriver from slipping, hold it ,so' the tip is squav'e1wi4-and

centered On the screw head.

- Never use a screwdriver as a ehisel; .a pry tar,
4

or a punch.
,1

t, . /.0- Never use. plier to turn a square-shank screwdriver. If extra leOrage .is needed,
/ ,

.' use a Close -- fitting wrench. \ -.

Repair or discard any screwdriver,with a worn or damaged tip, a bent blade or a
loose or. cracked 'handle.

1.

,

When working on oe around velectrical equipment; us screwdrivers With insulated
handlesorily.

PLIERS

Pliers are intelidect for catting
-
or bending' wire, cutting and removing cotter piAS,

and a variety of,oth.ex cutting and gripping operations. \hey are not intended for
use as wrenches for tightening ka.r. loosening bolts 'or . mite', If 'misused in this way,

a,

they are likely to slip and cause injury to the user and damage to the work.
Pliers' should not be used for gripping objects with hardened surfaces; this dulls
their teeth.

A complete listing ot .ttie many types of pliers used in mddera Oidustrysls beyond.
. .the scope.of this module, but!a few. of the more wide* used gripping pliers are

shown in Fig. E-19, The mostvcommonly. Used typ'" i2the combirlation 'flier; which

01



a

ore

Jhas',a slip ,joint that permits the jaw opening width to be increased. as required for
large objects. Combination p.1 iers are made in lrgths. ranging from. 5 .to.10 in.,,, 7r , ,,.

,cl

(UNIIIINATION ()It
PLI V.

WRENCHES

LONG NOSE PIJE It

E-19. Pliers

A

The kindsrdt wrenches in widest use ir\ the skil,led trades are those in'tended for
tightening and loosening nuts, ,bolts and \ scref

1

Cormion wrenches ,in this category,
are the open-end box , socket, Allen and adjustable types. (See Fig. E=20.)

6rir. T.-

4"

11 it'! N ( '11

1.:ND:W1?1:711

G POINT 8 POINT 12- POINT
..

c'011 \ION SOCK ET OPENINGS

or
1

4

OM,

.l1/4; It ENCI I

AEI EN WUENC11 SI r

a

NI:1Vt1G7' Arlip Viiti4SVOILQV `eilf:'1 "M"
ft

4,

ADJUSTAISIA WRENCH

,
E-20,' Wrenches

b2
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OPEN -ENO AND BOX. WRENCHES

A

f°1

<
4., Open-end wrenches have parallel-sided openings At each end. A complete set will

Alude wrenches o f : 10 or more sizes. A box.wr'endf differs from an open-end wrench
to that the openilhgcompletely' surrounds the bolt head .for 'hut. The openings of a.
goo box wrench usually have 12 rotaes, (points) to make .it easier theuser to.
get a new "bite" on the nut in closet-quarter tightening.

SOCKET WRENCHES
NAG

The opening of ta socket wrench, like that of a box wrench, ,completely surrounds the
-nut'. The opening .pay be.a. 6-, s or 12` -point type"as shOwn in the fllustrafion.
A. square opelling in the 'opposite end of the socket accepts a convention;Olevel.
handle, a ratcheting handle, or-a crank-type handle for twrAng the socket. Socket
wrenche,s are Made in a 1,.4ide,,,range of sizes. Square-drive openings of 1/4 in.,
3/8 in. ,.and 1/2-in. aretcommon:

ALLEN WRENCHES
.

An Allen 'wrench, is a lighLhexagonal. steel 60% designed to fit the 'recessed. opening
,of an Allen. screw head. The wrench has a right angle bend near \ one,end for leverage.
Allen wrenches are made in a, wide range of ,si zes

ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES

An adjustable wrench ig similar to awopen-end wrench except thak it tias A single -.
opening Niith an adjustable jaw. The thumbscrew mechanism for' adjtisting the jaw
opening' may incorpor'ate a 142ckindevice to ensures thit the selected .opening will

0k not cb,ange. in size during use. ,Adjustable wrenches are 'made in 1:engths from 4 win.
to 18 in. overall.

CORRECT USE OF WRENCHES
A(14

The a6orentice should observe thd following rules for the correct use of wrenches:
- 'Be sure the wrench fits the nut or bolt head. Use of a wrench with an opening
of the wrong size will result in Amage,to both the _work and the tool and hazard
'to the user.

.

- Alwaystputll rather 'than. pus'h.the handld'of a wrench. If'' the wrench should slip,
'the chance of injury'is lessened if the wrench is being pulled toward the user:

When using dn adjustable wrench, be surf the opening fi4 th,e'nut accurately.
Pull only 'against the statignary Jaw, never against the adjustable Jaw.

4

0 103
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VISES AND CLAMPS
,

L-'
. I , 4 .

4

Workers in tfie sgiled trades often *itid .At' necessarto f0ten matOlial t6 Other,..
.

temporarily or to hOl d themSecurely fkr 'drill tnb, &awl ng ,. gitl ng and other.'
: A.

r .
.., , 'eti

, , ,

%. ,. ,...

machining or ssembly operations. Vises and clarrOs of Varfous kinds; are employed. ,* ,.

.,,

-for these purposes

BENCa VISES.
1 -

Bench
1.1

vises are made in;a wide .range.of style's. ;'.-A srnaltl vise that can be fWened

to a behch or sawhorse when it is needed is a useful addition 't,o the,tOol'c

of a worker in the construction trades. (Selkig.:E-21:), A be:Och:, oft

shown can be used fRr holdirkg objects as large 'as 'a slow: or a Sash.
. , . .

, .,. .. " : ..
v. . . 2:

,

A bench vise may incorporate a 'locking swivel basethat
,

allows ,the user to turn

A

.

the vase on its vertical axis to the'most convenient working angle, Some ,vises
'

used inthe macfifne trades can be swiveled oft the,horizotital as well 'aS,,.the vpretca

plane.

ly

tA

A

O

Pig. E-214. A bench vise r

.

e
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v,

'he stra i 9ht- .claw., hammer i s th bet tertype for ri ng ; the cury.9:6-0'1w hammer i
, ,more i ent nails: -. The hatlinier-'head maybe b0.1 7-fa ced sl ghtl y

hamme'rs.!care.*:111-- Some,7caseS''2'.'cross-Clieckered .a t the- face .tb redutt the,'

to t- ter d i 1 k'fl.t.ts.h without lea v i ng hariiiner mark

tendency, -the ...tiammer.firead

v. N, .-:

.

; ,

0`' ft,,,,

'

e ,, .

ArYwa 1%'hammer 'shown g, i s by
s
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- I,
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finiVi worm it is usua. to set nail heads slightly e 1 ow the surface. The.
."dev.ice-,,used for this purpoe is called a nail set punch-like* steel tool having

a cup-shaped point that fits over the head of the nail. Nail sets are made in
several sizes; fo,r a given' job; the We used should h'aVer point of about the same
size.as the head of the nail.
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."Teork the nat.] set is used, the nail should be driVen almost flush with the sur-
,

or.thewood, Then, with its point held squarely on the nail head, the nail

OWce. (See Fig. E-24,) Putty or some other suitable filler canibe used to Conceal

:':.shpuld.,be: tapped just hard enough to sink the nail allot 116 in, below the sur-

:Pie-reCessed nail head.

PINCH BARS

In cases where a claW hammer does notAprdvide enough leverage for removing a large
ilail,vthe worker can use a pinch bar or, even heavier work, a prybar or a ripping
bar. (See Fig; 'E-25.) Bars of this type are alto useful for prying up boards or
mold6ings..

Fig. E-24., Using a .nail set

1

, E-25. Ripping liar
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INDIV,IQUALIZEQ LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
AssEssrneRt

r.

Reati each, statemeht and decide whether art is true br fals'e. Write a. T if the

statement is true; write F if the'aatement is false.

A square-shank scyewgriveytis designed to be used as a prybar or 1prer

as well as a screkriver.

2.' tf a strewdriverfcontinualiy slips from the spew skit, it14s Mely

') that the tip of the tool .does not have the correct shape'.

3. The 'size of a screwdriver is determined by its overall ength:

5.

a

A Phillips head screw has a single recessdd

A screwdriver should never be used as a chisel, a prybar, or a punch.

A stronqopair of pTiers may be used to tighten a, bolt if a wrench is not

available.

Allen wrenches are specially shaped, adjustable wrenches,
4

P 41
4, 8. When using an adjustable wrench, one should pull only against the

.4 .
.

stationary jaw. .

Jo"
.

9.
4h_ Hammers are sized according to the weight oftheir heads.

10. To get the best swing hammering, the worker should grasp the hammer

handte close to the he

108
1,4
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

-ikssignrnent

You are required to complete either the Assignment page or t.0e Post'Assessment

exam befOre receiving credit for completing this module. The assignment consists

of successfully complting the following. Please complete the Self AssessMent

before doing the assigament'Or taking he Post.A5sessment.
4

ASSI/GNMENT
0."

Destribe,' in your instructor's presence, the pyper sel4tion and use of every

holding and fasteriing tool discussed in this module. Your instructor may name"

them and'potht thein out, but you must describe what specific purposes theyare
used for and how to use them proioerly.

u.

4/
A

, X10

1

4

4

9

A.

4"
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING ySTEMS

Post
k

AssEssrpent
str

. e-
go

A,\A group of tools for holdircg. and fastening is_shown on t'his page. In each spacev
in the numbered column below, write the 1.kter Of the il.,lustrated tool that matches

*7

the tool named
.

in the column)!

.4
;3

G .

40.1041

E

Phi 113 ps screwdriver

Box wrench

Square-shank screwdriver

0.

...umuvestal

J

1
Al len wrench°

Offset screwdri ver

. .\
S1 ip-joint pi lee

11



1

4Listed below each numbered item are four possible answers-or completing ohraS'es.
Decide which of the four is correct,

orpost,nearly'correct; then.write the r

cohrresponding letterin,the-blank Space Wthe left of that item.4
7,

8.

0

Which one bf the\following wrenchesi
hexagonal hble-in the bolt head?

Mad6 to fit into.a re esse

0" open-end wrench c. adjustable wrench
,b. .,Allen wrench

d. box wrench

IPliers are properly. used to:

a. tighten bolts
b. ,bgnd\cotter pins 44,

c. turn square-shank screwdrivers
loosen nuts

9. The size of ascrewdriiveir isdetermined'by the:.

a. overall tool length c. diameter orthe handle
br widSh of the tip I.d.. ' length.of the .blade

. .
I . .

.
.N 10.

,

Which and of the following screwdriveirs is most useful in applicatiopswhere working space is limited?

12.

13.

w

a. square shank c. offset ,

b. Phillips . d. ratchet
V

,If a screwdriver continually slips from the screw slot, the most probable
trouble is that the: 6

1

a.'. blade is bent .

b. tip is incorrectly shaped
c. screw slot is inaccurately machined
d. blade is loose.
N .

Which one of the following is a safety precaution relating:to the.use:of wrenches?

a. Always pull rather than push the handle of a wrench.
b. Always use an adjustable wrench on square nuts.
c. Never use an endArench on stud bolts
d. Never use an Allen wrench without a handle.

Hammers are sized by, the:

a. length ofthe handle
b. length of the head

c. weitt of the head
d. ,wida of the claw

14. The most efficient hammer for pulling nails is the:

15.

a. drywall hammer d c. curved -claw hammer
b. straight-claw hammer d. ripping hammer

The tool msed to drive a nailhead below the surface of the wood withoutscarring the wood is called a:
r.

a. driving tool
b. center set

c,. center punch'
d, nail set.

112
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